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IN THIS REPORT statistics age presented on the prevalence of im-
pairments involving vision, heaving, speech, paralysis, absence of ex-
tremities, and orthopedic defects. The type, site, and etiology of these
selected impairments ave shown. The ahta are based on information
collected in household inteniews in a representative sample of the U.S.
population during the period J&y 1963-June 1965,
Each impaiment group is discussed separately. The demographic van’-
ables by which the data are distributed inclwde age, sex, color, geog-
raphic re~”on, and family income. In addition, infovmatwn is pvasented
on the chvonic activity limitation associated with each type of impair-
ment. In the last section of the p-resent report the estimates are com-
pared with estimates pvodwced earliar by the suvvey.
In the civilian, noninstitutional population it is estimated that there was
an average annual number of a bout 5.4 million viswai! impairments, 8.5
million heaving impairments, and 1.3 million speech defects duving the
peviod July 1963-June 1965. There were also an estimated 1.5 million
cases of paralysis, 2.0 million cases of missing extremities, and 17.7
million orthopedic defects during this period. Cataracts were the lead-
ing cause repovted for viswal impairments, ad ill-defined and unknown
causes for both heaving impairments and speech defects. Vascwlav le-
sions affecting the central nervous system weve the major cause of
pavalysis; while injuvy constituted the major cause of both missing ex-
tremities and orthopedic defects. In gene?al, thave were substantial
wzriations by age for most topics covered.
PREVALENCE OF
SELECTED IMPAIRMENTS







These defectsrepresenta decreaseinor lossof
abilitytoperformvariousfunctions,particularly




























Paralysis, complete or partial---------------------------------
Absence of extremities,all sites------------------------------
Major extremities--------------------------------------------
Finger(s) or toe(s) only-------------------------------------
Other impairmentsof limbs, back, trunk, all sites-------------
Back or spine------------------------------------------------
Upper extremity and shoulder---------------------------------
Lower extremity and hip--------------------------------------





























for many broad types of impairments. The more
recent report was restricted to the six impair-
ment groups (excluding the absence of minor ex-
tremities) used in the present report, with eti-
ologic factors and activity limitation considered.
A comparison of the data shown in the present
report with data shown in the earlier reports is
made in the last section of this report.
More detailed information about persons with
impaired hearing during July 1962- June 1963 may
be found in Vitul and Health Statistics, Series 10,
No. 35. The report Series 10, No. 46, of Vitul and
Health Statistics, shows more detailed data on




The data presented in this report are derived
from information obtained in household interviews
conducted by the Health Interview Survey in co-
operation with the U.S. Bureau of the Census. The
households interviewed were part of a continuous
probability sample of the civilian, noninstitutional
population of the United States. The sample is so
designed that interviews are conducted every week
of the year in a representative sample of the
Nation’s households. During the 2-year period
ending in June 1965, about 84,000 households
containing approximately 268,000 persons were
included in the sample.
The restriction of the survey to the non-
institutional population reduces the estimates of
impaired persons. Because of this restriction,
persons who are not living at home are excluded
from the sample while they receive care or train-
ing in institutions such as schools for the blind
or the deaf, as are those in nursing homes or
convalescent homes in which persons may be
blind, deaf, paralyzed, or unable to move about
freely because of orthopedic conditions. 1
A description of the design of the survey, the
methods used in estimation, and the general quali-
fications of data obtained from surveys is pre-
lE~timate~ of the pre~alen~e of impairments among resi-
dents of nursing and personal care homes based on the find-
ings of a sample survey of these institutions during May and
June 1964 may be found in Vital and Health Statistics,Series
12, No. 8.
sented in appendix 1. Since the estimates shown in
this report are based on a sample of the population
rather than on the entire population, they are sub-
ject to sampling error. Therefore, particular at-
tention should be paid to the section entitled “Re-
liability of Estimates. ~I sampl~g errorS formost
of the estimates are of relatively low magnitude.
However, where an estimated number or the
numerator or denominator of a rate or percentage
is small, the sampling error may be high. The
data are also subject to errors related to the
interviewing process since the information ob-
tained from interviews depends on the respond-
ents willingness and ability to answer the inter-
viewer’s questions. The adequacy of a response
may also depend on whether the respondent is re-
porting for himself or for a closely related person.
The cautions given above concerning sam-
pling errors have particular significance when the
data are broken down by the various demographic
and other variables outlined in the introduction.
For example, in making comparisons between
white and nonwhite persons, it should be noted
that the estimated numbers for nonwhite pe:rsons
are considerably lower than those for white per-
sons. The sampling errors, consequently, are
higher for estimates for nonwhite persons than
for white.
Another qualification should be considered
when making comparisons between different popu-
lation groups. In general, the estimated preva-
lence of all types of impairments, except speech
defects, incr”ased wi~h age. As illustrated in
figure 1, the proportion of persons who were 65
years and older differed among the various popu-
lation groups used in this report, particularly
among income groups. Since the estimates for
all ages have not been adjusted for age, these
totals may distort the differences between various
population groups. Consequently, the best com-
parisons, between different population groups,
particularly color and income groups, can be made
by using age-specific rates.
Certain terms used in this report are defined
in appendix II, Since many of these terms have
specialized mehnings for the purpose of this
survey, it is suggested that the reader familiarize
himself with these definitions. Of particular im-
portance is the classification information given in
the definition of “impairments.” In addition,, the
complete Classification of hnpairments (X-Code)
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Figure 1. Percent of population aged 65 years and
over, by selected character i st its.
by type, site, and etiology is shown at the end of
appendix 11.
The questionnaire used during the period
July 1964-June 1965 is illustrated in appendix III.
It is similar to the questionnaire used during the
preceding 12 months which is reproduced in the
“Current Estimates” report for that period (Vitul
and Health Statistics, Series 10, No. 13).
Conditions which might be classified as im-
pairments were initially recorded from the re-
sponses to the illness-recall questions (6-12),
particularly question 11 in which a list of im-
pairments (card B) was read to the respondent.
The more detailed information needed to code
these conditions as impairments was obtained in
questionnaire table I on illnesses, impairments,
and injuries. In addition, information concerning
the degree of severity of vision problems was
obtained in question 14.
T’he data in this report on the etiology of
impairments are based on the causes given by
respondents in column “d-2” of table L Columns
flt!! and !!u!~are the sources of infOrrnatiOn con-
cerning limitation in usual activities. (See cards
E-H in appendix 111and the definition of “chronic
activity limitation” in appendix II.)
The information obtained about the presence
and degree of activity limitation is probably quite
subjective. When a respondent is asked to what
extent, if at all, activity limitation exists, his
reply may be influenced by such factors as his
attitudes, his adjustment to the condition, the
duration of the condition, and his usual activities
prior to the onset of the condition. The situation
may be further complicated if the respondent has
more than one chronic condition and is unable to
distinguish which one(s) causes his activity limi-
tation.
VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS
The visual defects incIuded in this report are
defined according to severity and are divided into
“severe visual impairments” and “other visual
impairments. ” Estimates of visual impairments
were based for the most part on responses to the
question “Does anyone in the family have serious
trouble seeing with one or both eyes even when
wearing glasses?” (item 2, card B, appendix HI).
Information recorded in question 14 and/or table
I of the questionnaire was used to code the degree
of visual loss.
According to the definitions used in this re-
port severe visual impairments include among
persons 6 years of age or older, a visual defect
which, according to the respondent’s reply, pre-
vents his reading ordinary newspaper print even
while wearing glasses. Among persons under 6
years of age and those who have never learned
to read, a visual impairment is one which was
reported as “blind in lmth eyes” or one for which
a reply indicating no useful vision in either eye
was given. Visual impairments in this class are
coded to XOOof the X-Code (appendix II).
Oth# visual impzinnents include among
persons 6 years or older, visual difficulties which
are not severe enough to prevent reading ordinary
newspaper print with glasses. For persons who
are under 6 years of age or who cannot read,
reports of trouble in seeing but not indicating
3




blindness,” refractive errors, and strabismus are
not coded by the Classification of Impairments
unless there is additional mention of impaired
vision in table I and/or question 14 of the ques-
tionnaire (appendix III).
Codes XO1-X05 were revised July 1, 1964.
At that time, a new code, X03, was added and
the inclusions in XO1, X02, and X05 were changed.
The two sets of codes used during July 1963-June
1965 are shown in appendix II. With one exception,
other visual impairments are grouped together in
this report, making ;t possible to show the com-
bined data for the 2-year period. The severe
visual impairment code, XOO,was not affected by
the revision.
Only one code in XOO-X05 may be assigned
per person. The number of visual impairments
shown in this report is, therefore, a count of
persons with visual loss.
It is estimated by the Health Interview Survey
that, during July 1963-June 1965, there was an
average annual number of about 5.4 million per-
sons in the civilian, noninstitutional population of
the United States who had a visual defect as de-
fined above. Of this number, 22.8 percent, or
1,227,000 persons, had a severe visual impair-
ment. The remaining 4,163,000 cases are grouped
together in this report as other visual impair-
ments.
In table B the data on visual impairments are ‘
shown by X-Code categories. Due to the coding
changes mentioned earlier, the X-Code breakdown
is shown for the July 1964-June 1965 period only.
The X05 category includes 53.6 percent of all
cases of visual impairment and 70.1 percent of
the cases grouped as other visual impairments.
(-
Age and Sex
About one-half (46.4 per;ent) o!all reported
visual impairments were among persons 65 years
of age and older. As shown in table 1, the number
of visually impaired persons per 1,000 population
increased sharply with age. From a rate of 0.6
among young people under 25, the rate of severe
visual impairments increased to 23.6 among per-
sons aged 65-74 and to 97.5 among persons 75
years and older. The corresponding rate in-
creases for other visual impairments were from
6.9 to 77.4 and 131.3.
The rates of visual impairment were similar
among males and females at ages under 65 years.
Among persons aged 65 years and over, however,
the rates for females were appreciably higher
than those for males.
Table B. Prevalenceand percent distributionof visual impairments, by X-Code cate-
gories: United Staees, July 1964-June 1965
I
Number Percent Rate per
X-Code categories for visual impairments in distri- 1,000
thousands bution population
Impairment of vision (xoo-x05) ---------------- 5,717 100.0 30.3
Visual impairment (XOO)1---------------------------- 1,3;: 23.5
Blind in one eye, with impairmentas in X03 XO1)---
[
~:;
Blind in one eye, with impairmentas in x05 X02)--- 726 1;:;
Visual impairment (X03)2---------------------------- 511 2:7
Impaired vision except as in XOO-X03 (X05)---------- 3,065 5::: 16.3
liability to read ordinary newspaper print with
no useful vision in either eye.
21nabilityto recognize a friend walking on the
visual difficulty,but not as in XOO-X02.
glasses, and impairmentindicating
other side of the street and other
4
Color
The rate of all visual impairments per 1,000
population was slightly greater among nonwhite
persons (32.0) than among white persons (28.4)
as shown in table 2. Because the two color groups
differ somewhat in age composition (fig. l), the
figures for all ages obscure greater differences
between the two groups among persons under 65
and among persons 65 years of age and older.
In both age groups, the rates among nonwhite
persons were substantially higher for all visual
impairments combined and for severe visual im-
pairments. For other visual impairments, how-
ever, rates for nonwhite persons were only
slightly higher than those for white persons.
Etiology
Twelve etiology codes which are applicable
only to visual impairments are provided in the
Classification of Impairments (X-Code). One of
these codes is assigned to each reported visual
defect according to the cause stated by the res-
pondent. Coding rules which define preferences
when multiple causes were given are shown fol-
lowing the list of etiology codes in appendix II.
The codes used for visual impairments only
were revised July 1, 1964, as listed in appendix
H. The etiologic data on visual impairments shown
in tables 3 and 4 are for the July 1964-June 1965
period only, using the revised codes. Because of
the small numbers in some of the etiologic
classes, the 12 groups have been combined into




Other local eye diseases --------
General diseases ---------------
Injury (with any other cause) ---- -
Congenital or birth factors ------
Other and ill-defined conditions- --













%ee list in appendix II.
The leading causes of visual impairment
varied with age as shown in table 3 and figure 2.
Among persons under 65 years of age, other
local eye diseases and injury were equally im-
portant as the major causes of visual defects.
Either one or the other of these causes was re-
ported by persons in this age group for44 percent
of all cases. For persons 65 years and over, on
the other hand, cataracts were reported as the
cause of visual impairment in 39.6 percent of all
cases—far more frequently than any other cause.
Because of their high frequency among older
persons, cataracts were also the leading cause of
visual impairments (24.0 percent) among persons
of all ages. Although the distribution of cases by
etiology was different in the two age groups, the
rates of visual impairment for persons 65 and over
were greater in every etiologic group.
There was also variation in the distribution
of cases among etiologic groups according to the
degree of severity of the impairment (fig. 3).
Cataracts, injuries, and other local eye diseases
were the leading causes of other visual impair-
ments, as well as of all visual impairments
combined. The most frequently reported causes of
severe visuaI impairments were cataracts, other
local eye diseases, and general diseases. This
reflects the fact that injury was not one of the
most important causes of severe visual impair-
ment among persons under 65 years of age. In
addition, persons in both age groups reported
general diseases more frequently as causes of
severe visual impairment than as causes of other
visual impairment. In both figures 2 and 3 it
should be noted that the cause of visual impair-
ment was unknown to the respondent in a rela-
tively large percentage of the cases.
Etiologic data by sex are shown in table 4.
Injury, reported h 26.9 percent of all cases, was
the leading cause of visual impairment among
males; however, only 7.6 percent of the cases
among females were reported as being caused
by injury. The causes most frequently reported
by females were cataracts (27.1 percent of all
cases) and other local eye diseases (18.0 percent).
These causes were also important among males,
who reported cataracts for 20.1 percent of the
cases and other local eye diseases for 14.0 per-
cent of the cases. For all etiologic groups, ex-
cept injury and congenital or birth factors, the
5
50 r For each age group,etiology categories total to 100’percent
























Congenital or Other and Unknown to
birth factors ill-defined respondent
conditions
Figure 2. Percent distribution of visual impairments, by etiology according to age: July 196Y-June 1965.
40
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For each severity group,
etiology categories total tolOO percent

















N Other visual impairment
20.3
Congenital or Other and Unkn,;wn to
birth foctors ill-defined respondent
conditions
Figure 3. Percent distribution of visual impairments, by etlologyaccordlng to degree of severity: July 1964-
June 1965,
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rates for females were higher than the rates for
males.
Region
The rate of visual impairments per 1,000
population was considerably higher in the South
Region than in any other region (table 5). In the
South Region about 39 persons per 1,000 popula-
tion had a visual impairment as defined in the
survey— a rate which was about 50 percent greater
than the corresponding rates in the North Central
and West Regions and about 77 percent greater
than the rate in the Northeast Region. Relatively
high rates were found in the South Region for both
severe defects and other visual impairments, and
for both persons under 65 years of age and per-
sons 65 years and older.
Family Income
About 56 percent of all cases of visual im-
pairments were among persons with a family
income of less than $4,000. The high prevalence
of visual defects among persons in the lower in-
come groups was influenced by the older age com-
position of these population groups as illustrated
in figure 1.
The rates of visual impairment among per-
sons with a family income of less than $3,000
were considerably higher than the rates for any
other income group regardless of age (table 6).
Persons with a ‘family income of $3,000-$3,999
also had relatively high rates, particularly those
under the age of 65. The rates of visual impair-
ment did not differ markedly among persons in
the family income groups of $4,000 or more.
Activity Limitation,
About one-fourth of all persons reporting a
visual impairment considered themselves limited
in some degree by their vision problem. Data on
activity limitation caused by visual defects are
presented in tables 7 and 8 according to degree of
activity limitation as defined in appendix II. When
activity limitation was reported, it usually in-
volved limitation in major activity. Figure 4
shows the percent distribution of all cases involv-




















l-imitation, but not in
major activity]
Limitation in amount or
kind of major activityl
Unable to carry on
mojor activityl
Severe visual Other visual
impairments impairments
causing octi vit y causing oct[vity
limit oIiOn limitation
%ajor activity refers to ability to work, kcup hub:, or engage
in school or preschool act~.yv{tie.s.
igure 4. Percent distribution of visual impairments
causing limitation of activity,by degree of limita-
tion of activity according to degree of severity.
The percentage of persons reporting activity
limitation varied considerably with the degree of
severity of the impairment. Activity limitation
in some degree was reported for 53.6 percent of
the persons with severe visual impairment. For
other visual impairments, this figure was only
15.1 percent. Of those persons reporting some
degree of activity limitation, 51.5 percent with
severe visual impairments and 23.0 percent with
other visual impairments were unable to perform
their major activity as shown in figure 4.
The percent distributions of cases by degree
of activity limitation were similar among males
and females (table 7). A slightly higher percent-
age of limiting cases among males (25.6 percent)
than among females (22.5 percent) may reflect
the fact that a higher proportion of males have a
major activity outside the home.
7
The percentage of persons whose activities
were limited by visual impairments generally
increased with age (table 8). Although the esti-
mate was highest (55.2 percent) for persons 65
years of age and over, approximately one-half
of the persons with severe visual impairments in
each of the age groups shown in table 8 had some
degree of activity limitation. For other visual
impairments, there was a more marked increase
with age in the percentage of cases causing activ-
ity limitation— ranging from 10.2 percent among
persons under 45 years of age to 19.7 percent
among persons 65 and older.
HEARING IMPAIRMENTS
In the Health Interview Survey estimates of
hearing loss were based for the most part on re-
sponses to the question “Does anyone in the family
Ixaye deafness or serious trouble hearing with one
or both ears?” (item 1, card B, appendix 111):-.
Thus, the prevalence of hearing impairments
shown in this report is an estimate of hearing
loss measurable at a level which the respondent
considers serious. The survey does not provide
an estimate of the number of clinically detectable
cases, nor the number of persons with hearing
problems who would benefit from professional
help.
There were no special questions on the ques-
tionnaire, as in the case of visual impairments,
to determine the degree of hearing loss. However,
by the use of information recorded in table I of
the questionnaire, hearing impairments were
coded in one of several degrees of severity (X06-
XO9 of the Classification of Impairments shown in
appendix H).
Only one hearing impairment per person is
coded, therefore, the number of hearing impair-
ments also represents the number of persons who
have hearing loss.
It is estimated that there were about 8.5 mil-
lion persons in the civilian, noninstitutional popu-
lation of the United States who experienced some
degree of hearing loss which they considered
serious. This number represents a rate of 45.7
hearing impairments per 1,000 population based
on data collected during the period July 1963-
June 1965, which is only slightly higher than the
rate of 43.7 obtained from data collected during
July 1962-June 1963.8 Of the estimated 8.5 million
cases, 71,000 were classified as totally deaf
(X-Code 06), as shown in table C. Since the preva-
lence of cases of total deafness is low, estimates
for population subgroups do not meet standards of
reliabilit~ therefore, with the exception of data
shown in table C, all degrees of severity are com-
bined in this report.
Age, Sex, and color
Rates of hearing impairments increased
greatly with age as shown in f igure 5 and table 9,
with three-fourths of the persons with impaired
hearing being 45 years and older. The rate for
persons 75 years and over (317.2) was more than
33 times as high as the rate for young people
under 25 years of age (9.5). Hearing impairments
were also appreciably more prevalent among
males than among females.
The rate of hearing impairments was con-
siderably higher among white persons, 4’7.8 per
1,000 population, than among nonwhite persons,
29.8 per 1,000 (table 9).
Females 75 years of age and over constituted
the only sex-age group for which the rate of hear-
ing impairments among nonwhite persons was
greater than that for white persons.
Etiology
The 12 etiology codes applicable to hearing
and all other impairments, except vision, are
listed in appendix H following the Classification
of Impairments. The appropriate code is assigned
to each case of hearing impairment according to
the cause reported by the household respondent.
Because of the high proportion of cases for which
the etiologic factor was ill-defined or unknown,
it was necessary in this report to combirle the
3Duringthe periodJ uly i962-June1963the special Health
InterviewSurveyHearingSupplementwasadministeredto those
persons forwhom hearing loss was reported during the house-
hold interview. Consequently, more detailed information about
persons with impaired hearing than is shown in this report is
available for that period and may be found in Vital ad Hea2th
Statistics, Series 10, No. 35.
Table C. Average prevalence and percent distribution of hearing impairments,by X-Code
categories: United States, July 1963-June 1965
I I I
Average Percent Rate per
X-Code categories for hearing impairments number distri-in 1,000
thousands
bution population
Impairment of hearing (x06-x09)--------------- 8,549 100.0 45.7
Deafness, total, both ears; deaf-mutism (x06)------- 0.8 0.4
Impaired hearing, severe (X07)---------------------- 2;;
Impaired hearing except as in X06,X07 (X09)--------- 8,243 9::; 4:::



























Fitaure 5.Rate of hear inq impairmentsper 1,CILOPoPu-
1ation,bj sexawlage.





Other and ill-defined conditions (.4,.5, .6,.7,
.8,.X,and.Y)
Unknown to respondent (.0)
numbers inparenthesesaretheetiology codes
shown in append-~ II which areincluded ir-eachof
the above groups.The “othera ndill-definedc on-
ditions” group includes all cases due to named
causes other than infectionor injury. It incIudes
cases said to bedueto “oldage” or describedas
“hereditary,” with no specific disease given. It
also includes cases of hearingimpairmentcaused
by continued exposure to loud noise.
Infection was reported as the cause ofhear-
ing impairments in 20.5 percent of all cases
(table 10). In 34.6 percent ofall cases, causesin
the group of other and ill-defined conditions
were given. Of the 2,956,000 cases in this group,
2,583,000, or 30.2 percent of all cases, were
reportedas beingcausedby ill-definedconditions
(etiology code.Y) .Nocause ofany kindwas given
for37.3 percent of all hearing impairments. This
indicates that, generally, respondentswereunable
to give specific causes for their hearing impair-
ments.
9
Figure 6 illustrates the percent distribution
of cases by etiologic group according toage. The
percent of cases said to be due to infection or
injury decreased as age increased, while the
percent caused by other and ill-defined or un-
known conditions increased with age. The rates
for each etiologic group increased with age and,
except for infection, were higher among males
than among females.
In table 10, the etiologic class of congenital
or birth factors was included with other and ill-
defined conditions because of the small number of
cases reported as being caused by these factors.
Among persons under 45 years of age, however,
congenital or birth factors were reported as the
cause of hearing impairments in 163,000 cases,
or 7.5 percent of all cases. This means that 1.2
cases of hearing impairment per 1,000 persons
under 45 years were reported with congenital
or birth factors as the cause.
Region
Comparative data on hearing impairments by
region are presented in table 11. The rates for
the Northeast Region were lower than the rates
for any of the other regions in every age-sex
group shown. The highest rates were found in the
South and West Regions. The percent distributions
of cases by age were quite similar for the regions.
Family Income.
Among persons under 65 years of age, those
with a family income of less than $3,000 had a
relatively high rate of hearing impairment (table
12). For persons with higher incomes, there
were only slight differences between the rates
of hearing loss. Both males and females under 65
years had similar trends in rates by income
groups.
Greater differences between income groups
were found for persons 65 years of age and older
than for younger persons. Among older persons,
the rate of hearing impairment decreased steadily
from 242.5 per 1,000 persons with a family in-
come of less than $3,000 to 173.3 per 1,000 per-
sons with a family income of $7,000-$9,999. The
rate then increased to 190.4 for persons with a
family income of $10,OOOor more. While a similar
For each age group,
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by et i 01 ogy according to age,
pattern was observed for males, the rate for fe-
males decreased through the $4,000-$6,999 in-
come interval and increased thereafter.
Activity Limitation
Very little activity limitation was associated
with hearing impairments. About 95 percent of
the persons with hearing loss reported no activit y
limitation of any kind because of this impair-
ment. This figure was fairly consistent among
various age-sex groups as shown in table 13.
SPEECH IMPAIRMENTS
Speech impairments include stammering,
stuttering, absence of larynx, speech or voice
defects resulting from surgery or other causes,
and other or ill-defined “trouble” with speech.
They are classified in categories X1O and Xll of
the X-Code. Cases of deaf -mutism, which are
coded only as a hearing impairment, and cases
10
of speech defects due to cleft palate are not in-
cluded as speech impairments. Only one speech
defect iscoded per person.
It is estimated that, during the period July
1963-June 1965, an average annual number of
1,298,000 persons hada speech defect—a rate of
6.9 per 1,000 population. Of this number, 17.3
percent, or 225,000 speech defects, were de-
scribed as stammering or stuttering. The re-
maining 82.7 percent were classified as other
speech impairments.
Age, Sex, and Color
It can be seen from table D that more than
one-half (53.5 percent) of all reported speech de-
fects were among children under 17 years of age,
and 62.3 percent were among males.
For each of the age groups shown in table D,
the rate of speech defects among males was
greater than that among females. Children 6-16
years of age had the highest rates of speech de-
fects— 17.3 per 1,000 population among boys and
8.7 among girls. However, it is quite possible
that speech defects among younger children are
underestimated because a defect of this kind may
not be detected until the child enters school.
Among adults, the rate of speech defects was
comparatively high for persons 65 years of age
and older primarily due to vascular lesions af-
fecting the central nervous system.
The rate of speech defects among nonwhite
persons (10.2 per 1,000 population) was about 57
percent higher than the rate among white persons
(6.5). The rates for nonwhite persons were higher
for both males and females as shown in table 14.
Etiology
Physical diseases and injuries were reported
infrequently as the causes of speech defects,
particularly among younger people. The only de-
fined cause of much importance among persons
under 45 years of age was congenital or birth
factors which were reported in 11.1 percent of
the cases (table 15). In 36.8 percent of the cases
among younger persons no cause was given, and
other and ill-defined conditions were reported as
the cause in about one-half of the cases. Most
of the 512,000 cases assigned to other and ill-
defined cause s440,000 defects—were classified
in an etiology code which would include cases
said to be caused by emotional or environmental
factors (etiology code .Y in appendix II).
A large percentage (45.6 percent) of the
cases among persons 45 years of age and older
were caused by vascular lesions affecting the
cent ral nervous system. No cause was stated in
only 13.1 percent of the cases among older per-
sons.
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The rate of speech defects varied from 4.7
per 1,000 population in the Northeast Region to
9.1 in the South Region. These two regions had
the lowest and highest rates, respectively, for
all age-sex groups (table 16). The relatively
high rates in the South Region may reflect the
high rates observed for the nonwhite population.
In every region, the rate for males was higher
than the rate for females and the rate for children
was higher than that for adults. The rate for fe-
males in the South Region (6.7), however, was
slightly higher than the rate for males in the
Northeast Region (6.4), reflecting the compara-
tively high prevalence in the South Region.
Family Income
As family income increased from, less than
$3,000 to $10,000 or more, the rate of speech
disorders among children under 17 years of age
decreased from 15.2 to 8.0 per 1,000 population
(table 17). Among older persons, the correspond-
ing decrease in rates was from 8.8 to 3.2.
Activity Limitation
Only about 20 percent of all persons with,
speech disorders considered their activity limited
by this condition (table 18). Among persons 45
years of age and older, however, limitation in
usual activities “wasassociated with 36.9 percent
of the cases. When activity limitation was re-
ported, it usually involved limitation in major
activity. Among persons under 45, 89.5 percent
of the limiting cases shown in table 18 involved
the major activity, while among older persons,
94.5 percent of the cases were limiting to this
degree. It is possible that, in some cases, the
reported activity limitation was a residual effect
of the underlying condition, such as stroke or
cerebral palsy, that caused the speech impair-
ment rather than of the speech disorder itself.
PARALYSIS, COMPLETE OR PARTIAL
Cases of residual paralysis, of all types and
degrees, which have continued
months ‘after the initial attack
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for at least 3
are included in
this report. The y are classified in the categories
X40-X69 of the Classification of Impairments,
according to the parts of the body affected and
whether the loss of musc}e function is complete
or partial. Cases of paralysis agitans or Parkin-
son’s disease are excluded.
It is estimated that the average annual preva-
lence of paralysis in the noninstitutional popula-
tion of the United States during the period July
1963-June 1965 was 1,516,000 cases—a rate of
8.1 per 1,000 population. This estimate also rep-
resents the number of persons with paralysis
since only one code in categories X40-X69 may,
according to coding procedures, be assigned per”
person.
The 1,516,000 cases of paralysis were classi-
fied by X-Codes as shown in table E. In two in-
stances codes for similar conditions have been
combined to obtain figures large enough to meet
standards of reliability y. About two-thirds of the
estimated cases (67. 1 percent) involved either
cerebral palsy or partial paralysis of the ex-
tremities and trunk (X50-X59). With the exception
of the material shown in table E, all types, sites,
and degrees of paralysis have been combined in
this report, since the prevalence of specific
types of paralysis are low.
Age, Sex, and Color
The number of cases of paralysis per 1,000
population was about seven times as great among
persons 65 and older (26.8) as it was among
persons under 25 years of age (3.8). (Seethe data
for all regions in table 22.) Between the 45-64-
year and the 65-years-and-over age groups the
rate increased sharply—from 10.8 to 26.8,, Simi-
lar increases in rates with age were found among
both males and females. The rate for males,
however, was greater than that for females, re-
gardless of age.
As shown in table 19, the rate of all cases of
paralysis was slightly greater among white per-
sons (8.2 per 1,000 population) than among non- “
white persons (7.2 per 1,000 population). Non-
white persons aged 45 years and over, however,———
experienced a substantially higher rate-of paral-
ysis than white persons of the sarn_e ages. Among
older persons the rate for nonwhite persons was
22.0, while the rate for white persons was 15.2. ~
Table E. Average Prevalence and percent distribution of cases of Paralvsfs. bv X-Code.,.-.
categories:U=ited States, July 1963-June 1965”
-X-Code categories for paralysis
Paralysis (x40-X69)---------------------------------
Paralysis NOS (complete)of extremities and trunk
Upper extremity(ies),except finger(s) only (X40), (X41)--
Finger(s) only (x42)--------------------------------------






Cerebral palsy; paralysis, partia1
ok extremitiesand trunk
Cerebral palsy (and synonyms) (X50)-----------------------
Partial paralysis, arm(s) or finger(s) (X51)--------------
Partial paralysis, leg(s), any part(s’)_(X52)--------------
partial paralysis, one side of body(X53)------------------
Parti,alparalysis, other sites (x54):---------------------
Parti,alparalysis, palsy, paresis—NOS (X59)--------------
Paralysis, complete or partial sites
except extremitiesand trunk
Paralysis, face (x60)-------------------------------------
Paralysis, bladder or anal sphincter (x61)----------------











































































shown intable20 and figure7.Among persons
under45years ofagetheleadingcausesofparal-
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Figure 7. Percent of cases of paralysis, by age and
et i01ogy.
The distributions of cases by cause were sim-
ilar among males and females (table 21). Males,
however, reported injury more than twice as fre-
quently as females (12.4 percent compared with
5.6 percent of the cases). The majority of the
cases in both groups were caused by either vas-
cular lesions affecting the central nervous system
or poliomyelitis.
Region
The rate of all cases of paralysis varied
from a low of 7.1 per 1,000 population in the
Northeast Region to a high of 9.2 in the South
Region (table 22). The rate for persons 65 years
and over was particularly high in the South
Region— 36.9 per 1,000 persons, compared with
the next highest rate of 24,5 in the North Central
Region. In each region, the rate was higher for
males than for females.
Family “Income
Among persons under 45 years of age, the
rates of cases of paralysis did not differ markedly
among income groups. In this age group the high-
est rate (5.4 per 1,000 population) was among
persons with a family income of less than $3,000,
while the lowest rate (4.0) was among persons with
a family income of $3,000-$3,999 (table 23).
Among persons 45 years of age and older, how-
ever, the rate of cases of paralysis decreased
steadily with increasing income. The rate of 25.4
cases per 1,000 population among older persons
with a family income of less than $3,000 was
about three times as high as the rate (8.4) among
older persons with a family income of $10,000
or more.
Activity Limitation
In 60.9 percent of all cases, persons with
paralysis considered themselves limited in their
activity (table 24). When activity limitation was
reported, it usually involved limitation in major
activity. As shown in the table, 53.1 percent of
the cases either prevented the paralyzed person’s
performing his major activity or limited him in


















Limitation, but not in
major octivity]
Limitation in amount or
kind of major activityl
Unable to carry on
major octivityl
Under 45 45-64 65+
AGE IN YEARS
lMajor activity refers to ability to work, keep house, or engage
in school or preschool activities.
Figure 8. Percent d i str i bution of cases of paralysis
causing 1imitation of activity, by degree of I imita-




unableto carryon hismajor activityincreased
withage—from 26.6percentamongpersonsunder







fiedas X20-X24,X26-X30,X32, and X33 inthe
Classificationf Impairments.Cases of lossof
minor extremities(finger(s)or toe(s)only)are




of major extremities.The rate of absenceof






tiesthelossof a leg(s)was involved.Missing






only-were among males (table25).Becauseof
Table F. Average prevalence and percent distribution of cases of absence of extremi-
ties, by X-Code categories:United States, July 1963-June 1965
X-Code categories for absence of extremities
Major extremi.ties
(x20-x2.4), (x26-X30), (x32), (X33)-----------
U per extremity (X20-X24)-----------------------
YArm(s (X20-X22)------------------------------------
Arm, at or above elbow, and arm NOS (X20)---------
Arm, below elbow and above wrist (X21)------------
Arms, both (X22).--------------------,-..------------
Hand(~)lexcept digits only (X23), (X24)------------
Lower”extremi.ty(x26-x30)-----------------------
Leg(s) (x26-x28)------------------------------------
Leg, at or above knee, and leg NOS (x26)----------
Leg, below knee and above ankle (X27)-------------
Le s, both (X28)----------------------------------
fFoot feet), except toe(s) only (X29), (X30)---------
Upper and lower extremities (X32), (X33)--------
Minor extremities (x25), (X31), (X34)---------
Fin er(s) and/or thumb(s) (X25)---------------------
7Toe s) only (X31)-----------------------------------
























































NOTE: For complete titles see Classificationof Impairments (X-Code),appendix II.
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Table G. Average prevalence and percent distribution of cases of absence of extremi-






















































































rates for males were considerably higher than
the combined rates for both sexes (table G). The
rate of cases of absence of extremities, both
major and minor, increased steadily withage.
The rate of all cases ofabsence ofextremi-
ties was higher among white persons (10.7) than
among nonwhite persons (9.l)asshownin table25.
However, the rate for nonwhite persons was
higher for cases of loss of major extremities,
while the rate for white persons was somewhat
higher for cases of lossoffinger(s) ortoe(s) only.
The number of cases of absence of major
extremities per 1,000 persons was small in all
regions, varying from 1.0 in the West Region to
1.5 inthe North Central and South Regions (table
25). The rateof absence offinger(s) ortoe(s) only
varied *from a low of 7.4 in the Northeast Region
to a high of 10.5 in the North Central Region.
The rate of cases of absence of extremities,
both major and minor, decreased with increasing
family income. This was true both among per-
sons under 65 years of age and amongpersons 65
and older (table 26).
the small number of cases among females, the Etiology
Loss of extremities usually resulted froman
injury. As shown in table 27, injury was reported
as the cause in 70.8 percent of the cases involv-
ing major extremities and 92.4 percent of the
cases involving finger(s) or toe(s) only. Other
causes, including infection, gangrene, and neo-
plasms, were reported more frequently byolder
persons than by younger persons. For cases in-
volving major extremities, causes other than in-
jury were given by24.2 percent ofpersons under
65 years of age and by 40.5 percent ofthose65
and older.
Activity Limitation
A high percentage (61.1percent) ofpersons
whohadamis sing major extremity (one or more)
considered themselves limitedto some degree in
their usual activities (table 28). Of the 157,000
persons who attributed actiyity limitation to this
type of impairment, 63,000 (or 40.1 percent) were
unable to perform their major activity, and an ad-
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ditional 74,000 (or 47.1 percent) were limited in
the amount or kind of their major activity. It is
significant to note, however, that about one-half
of the persons under 45 years of age and about
one-third of the older persons with this type of
impairment had adjusted to their condition to the
extent that they did not consider it limiting.
Loss of finger(s) or toe(s) only was not usually
a limiting condition. No activity limitation of any
kind was reported in 95.3 percent of these cases
among persons under 45 years of age and in 96.3







This large group of impairments, which are
referred to in the text of this report as “orthopedic
defects ,“ consists of those defects which are
classified in categories X70-X89 of the Classifi-
cation of Impairments (see appendix II). Ill-de-
fined chronic difficulties described in terms such
as “stiffness, “ “wealaess,” “pain,” “trouble,”
“spasms,” and “swelling” and involving muscles,
joints, limbs, back, or trunk are classified in
categories X70-X79 according to the site. These
categories also include reports of old strains.
sprains, and dislocations of these sites. Cate-
gories X80-X89 include curvature of the spine,
clubfoot, and other specified structural deformi-
ties of the limbs, back, and trunk.
In addition to cases of paralysis and absence
of extremities, all conditions pertaining to dis-
placement of intervertebral discs are excluded
from X70-X89. Ill-defined reports of “trouble”
of these sites, if due to arthritis or other active
chronic disease, are coded only to the disease
and are not assigned an X-Code. Disfigurement
of the face and deviations from normal size,
weight, or height are also excluded.
The totals shown for orthopedic defects are
counts of conditions only, since it is possible for
a person to be classified in more than one of the
categories X70-X89. Therefore, unlike the esti-
mates for the other impairment groups shown in
this report, the number
cannot be interpreted as
with orthopedic defects.
of orthopedic defects
the number of persons
Estimates of orthopedic defects are shown
in this report for four subgroups by site as well
as for all sites combined. The four subgroups and





Back or spine only (X70-X72, X80, and
X81)
Upper extremities and shoulders, but no
other site (X73, X74, and X86-X88)
Lower extremities only, or hip(s) with
any other site (X75-X77 and X82-X85)
Multiple sites not involving the hip and
not elsewhere classified (NEC), and sites
not classifiable in (a), (b), or (c), such
as chest or ribs (X78, X79, and X89)
For the period July 1963- June 1965 it is esti-
mated by the survey that the average annual prev-
alence of orthopedic defects was 17,742,000 --
a rate of 94.8 per 1,000 population. About three-
fourths of all orthopedic defects involved either
the back or spine or the lower extremity and hip.
Data on orthopedic defects by X-Code classi-
fications, grouped by site, are shown in table H.
The largest single category was X70-ill-defined
back and spine conditions—in which 27.4 percent
of all orthopedic defects and 75.1 percent of back
or spine defects were classified. Except in table
H, estimates of orthopedic impairments are
shown only for the four major subgroups listed
above.
Age and Sex
The rate of orthopedic impairments per 1,000
population increased considerably with age as
shown in table 29. While this higher prevalence of
orthopedic defects with advancing age was charac-
teristic of defects involving the upper extremity,
the lower extremity, and other or multiple sites,
the rates for back or spine defects were very
similar in age groups over 24 years.
The sites for which orthopedic defects were
most frequently reported varied with age as illus-
trated in figure 9. Among children under 17 years
of age, orthopedic impairments affecting the lower
extremity and hip were reported far more fre-
quently than other types of orthopedic defects.
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Table H. Average prevalenceand percent distributionof impairments (exceptparalysis.
and absence) of limbs, back, and trunk, by X-Code categories according to site:
United States, July 1963-June 1965 ‘ -
Site and X-Code categories
for impairmentsof limbs, back, and trunk
Back or spine (X70-X7~),(x80), (x81.x)--------
Back NOS, spine NOS, vertebra NOS (X70)-------------
Cervical or thoracic region (X71)-------------------
Coccygeal region (X72)------------------------------
Structuraldeformities of spine (x80)---------------
Spina bifida (x81.x)--------------------------------
Upper extremity and shoulder (x73), (x74),
(x86-x88)------------------------------------
Shoulder and arm above wrists (x73)-----------------
Wrist, hand, finger, thumb (X74)--------------------
Deformity, neck or shoulder (X86)-------------------
Deformity,finger(s),thumb(s) (X87) --------------&
Deformity,upper extremity(ies)(X88)---------------
Lower extremity and hip (X75-X77),(X82-X85)--
Hip and/or pelvis(withany other site in X70-X79)
(x75)-------------------------------------------.-
Knee, leg NOS (x76)---------------------------------




Deformity, hip and/or pelvis (X85)------------------
Other and multiple, NEC (X78), (X79), (x89)---
Multiple sites, NEC (X78)---------------------------
Other and ill-definedsites (X79)-------------------







































































NOTE: For complete titles see Classificationof Impairments (X-Code),appendix 11,
Among persons17 yearsand older,orthopedic
impairmentsmost frequentlyaffectedeitherthe
backorspine,or thelowerextremityandhip.
Orthopedicdefectsof each sitewere more




age of65.Among persons65 years of ageand





sons (96.5) thanamong nonwhitepersons(82.4)
as shown intable30.The rateforwhitepersons
was alsohigherforeverysiteexceptotheror
multiplesites.The greatestdifferencebetween
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Figure 9. Percent d i str ibut ion of impairments (except paral YSis and absence), by site according to age. “
By age, rates among white persons were
higher only among persons under 45 years of age.
At older ages, nonwhite persons had a higher
rate of orthop~dic impairment of each site.
Etiology
The etiology of orthopedic defects is shown
in table 31 by age and in table 32 by sex. Injury,
reported in 69 percent of all cases, was by far
the most important cause of orthopedic defects.
By site, the percentage of cases caused by injury
varied from 56.9 percent of back or spine defects
to 83.6 percent of defects of the upper extremity
and shoulder. By age, it varied from 60.1 percent
among persons under 25 to 72.1 percent among
persons 25-44 years of age. Injury was reported
as the cause of 73.0 percent of all cases among
males and 64.4 percent of all cases among fe-
males.
Among persons under 25 years of age there
was another important cause— congenital or birth
factors. Although only 6.4 percent of all cases
were caused by congenital or birth factors, 20.8
percent of the cases among young people were
attributed to these factors.
Other causes, including ill-defined condi-
tions, were reported for only 10.2 percent of all
cases. In 14.4 percent of the cases the cause was
unknown to the respondent.
In figure 9 it was illustrated that the sites
most frequently affected by orthopedic defects
varied with age. This is reflected in table 31 by
the relatively high prevalence of residual defects
resulting from injury to these sites. In addition
to injury, congenital or birth factors were also
reported most frequently as the cause of cases
involving the lower extremity and hip among young
people under 25 years of age. While the prevalence
of orthopedic defects caused by injury was high
for impairments Mb of the back or spine and
of the lower extremity and hip among persons
25 years and older, the prevalence of cases re-
sulting from other and unknown causes was higher
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for back or spine defects. Among persons 65
years and older, however, residual impairments
resulting from fracture of the pelvis probably con-
tributed to the particularly high prevalence of
orthopedic defects involving the lower extremity
and hip.
Region
Im the West Region there were 110.4 ortho-
pedic defects per 1,000 population—a rate which
was about 43 percent higher than the rate of 77.3
in the Northeast Region (table 33). The rates
in the North Central and South Regions—97. 1
and 98.7, respectively—were also substantially
greater than the rate in the Northeast. The preva-
lence of orthopedic defects was lowest in the
Northeast Region, not only for all cases combined,
but also for each site by age. The distributions
of orthopedic defects by site were similar in each
region.
Family Income
Persons under 65 years of age with a family
income of less than $3,000 experienced relatively
high rates of orthopedic defects of each site (table
34). At higher incomes there were only slight
differences among the rates for persons of these
ages. For persons under 65, the rate of all cases
dropped from 113.1 among persons with an income
of less than $3,000 to 85.8 among persons with an
income of $3,000-$3,999 and to 80.5 among per-
sons with an income of $10,000 or more.
Among persons 65 years and over, there was
a more marked decrease in the prevalence of
orthopedic impairments with increasing family
income. The rate decreased from 224.4 per 1,000
population among older persons with a family
income of less than $3,000 to 127.4 among those
with a family income of $10,000 or more.
Activity Limitation
The percentage of cases causing activity
limitation varied with age and with the part of the
body affected. As shown in table 35, persons 65
years and older reported activity limitation in
33.8 percent of all cases, while younger persons
reported limitation in 20.5 percent of all cases.
Among persons under 65 years of age, an ortho-
pedic defect prevented the impaired person’s per-
forming his major activity in only 1.6 percent of
all cases. When activity limitation was associated
with orthopedic impairment, persons of all ages
reported limitation in amount or kind of major
activity for about 60 percent of the limiting cases.
Activity limitation was reported most fre-
quently for those defects involving other or
multiple sites— in 31.5 percent of the’ cases
among persons under 65 years of age and in 40.0
percent of the cases among older persons. Or-
thopedic defects of the upper extremity and
shoulder caused limitation of activity in only 12.3
percent of the cases among younger persons and




With the exception of speech defects and ab-
sence of extremities, there has been, a marked
increase in the prevalence estimates for all types
of impairments produced by the Health Interview
Survey since the first year of data collection dur-
ing July 1957- June 1958 (table J). While some
part of this increase represents an actual increase
in the occurrence of impairments, there are other
factors related to data collection and processing
which have contributed to overall changes in the
prevalence rates.
(1) During the course of the survey, there
has been a continuing attempt to improve col-
lection methods and techniques. Although the con-
tent of the basic questionnaire has not changed
appreciably since the beginning of the survey
there has been considerable revision from year
to year in the wording and format of the questions.
These changes have improved the quality and
completeness of the collected material but have
reduced its value for purposes of trend analysis.
(2) The cumulative experience in collection
techniques on the part of the interviewers tends
toward the collection of more complete data as
the survey progresses. Improvements in training
methods and in the quality control of the data
also influence the completeness of the reported
data.
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Table J. Rate per 1,000 population of selected impairments:United States, July 1957-







Paralysis, complete or partial--------------------
Absence of major extremi-ti.es----------------------
Absence of finger(s) or toe(s) only---------------
Other impairmentsof limbs, back, trunk,all sites-























lU.S. National Health Survey, “Impairmentsby type, sex, and age, United States,
July 1957-June 1958,” Health Statistics, PHS Pub. No. 584-B9, Public Health Servi-ce,
Washington,U.S. Government Printing Office, Apr. 1959.
2U.S. National Health Survey, I!Selectedimpairmentsby etiology and activi-tYlimita-
tion, United States, July 1959-J?me 1961,” Health Statistics, PHS Pub. No. 584-B35,





time to time. Complete tabulationof reported
conditionsdependson accuratecodingof these
conditions.
(4)Sincethe estimatesare hssedon infer-
mationobtainedinasample surveyofhousehold








































Average prevalence and percent distribution of visual impairments,by age accord-
ing to sex: United States, July 1963-June 1965----------------------------------
Average prevalence and percent distribution of visual impairments,by age accord-
ing to color: United States, July 1963-June 1965--------------------------------
Prevalence and percent distribution of visual impairments, by etiology according
to age: United States, July 1964-June 1965--------------------------------------
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come according to age: United States, July 1963-June 1965-----------------------
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POPULATION
Population used in obtaining rates shown in this publicatioqby age and selected





















Table 1. Averageprevalenceand percentdistributionof visual impairments,by age accordingto sex: United
States,July 1963-June1965
[Dakwe based on household ,nteryiews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications,~ndin fomation on t,he mliabili~y
of the estimates are given in kppendix I. Definitions of terms are given inAppendix II]



































































































































































































Table 2. Average prevalence and percent distribution of visual impairments, by age according to color: United
States, July 1963-June 1965
[Ss-a headrots on table fl
-----















































































All ages-------------- m 498 I 100.0Under 65 years --------------65 years and over ----------- 367 73.7131 26.3 17.798.1.—
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Table 3. Prevalence and percent distribution of visual impairments, by etiology according to age: United
States, July 1964-June 1965
[Datamc based on household intsrvievs of the civilian, no,iwtit.tionni pwwlutmn. “!.. .Lr,n} des,,~, q..,r.rl[ qu?lifle~f.j~ns, *R2 inf~~mxtion On the reliability
of the estimatw are ~i,on in lppcndix 1. lJoCinitions of,tcvms are gi,e” in $ppcndiy H]





































































100.0 7.1 4,375 100.0 23.2
Cataract --------------------
Glaucoma --------------------
Other local eye diseaaes----
General diseases ------------
Injury (@th any other
cause) --------------------
Congenital or birth factors-
Other and ill-defined
conditions -----------------

































































































Congenita 1 or birth factor a-
Other and ill-defined
conditions -----------------




























































































Other local eye diseases----
General diseases ------------
Injury (with any other
cause)---------------------
Congenital or birth factora-
Other and ill-defined
conditions -----------------

































lFor inclusions in each etiology group, aee page 5.
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Table 4. Prevalence and percent distribution of visual impairments, by etiology according to sex: United
States, July 1964-Jtine1965 - -
-.
[Datame bawd on household intm’w.us of th. .,11,.., noni.sot.ticmd population. The s.wc>y d.si:n, wned qualific.
of tho estimalcs arc given In ,ippcndix 1. Definitions of lcrms are given in .Appendix
Is, d in fommlion on the reliability




































































Other local eye diseases ----
General diseases ------------
Injury (with any other
cause )---------------------
Congenital or birth factora -
Other and ill-defined
condition s-----------------





Other local eye diseases ----
General diseases ------------
Injury (with any other
cause )---------------------
Congenital or birth factors -
Other and ill-defined
conditions -----------------





Other local eye disease s----
General diaeaaea ------------
Injury (with any other
cause )---------------------
Congenital or birth factors-
Other and ill-defined
conditions -----------------























































































































































































































lFor inclusions in each etiology group, aee page 5.
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Table 5. Average prevalenceand percent distributionof visual impairments,by age accordingto
geographicregion: United States, July 1963-June1965
[Data sre based on household interviews of the civilisn, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information
on the reliability of the estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix II]




























































































































































































Table 6. Average prevalence and percent distribution of visual impairments, by family income
according to age: United States, July 1963-June 1965
[Data am based on household intewiews ofthe civilian,nminstitutimmlpopulation. The survey design, general qualifications, and information
on tbe reliability of tbe estimates me given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix II]


























































































































































































































lIncludes persons with unknown incomes.
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Table 7. Average prevalence and percent distribution of visual impairments, by degree of limitation of ac-
tivity according to sex: United States, July 1963-June 1965
;evere visual impairmentsAll visual impairments Other visual impairments




















































































































Unable to carry on major
activity l----------------
Limitation in amount or
kind of major activityl --
Limitation,but not in
major activityl----------






























































Unable to carry on major
activity l----------------
Limitation in amount or





































Unable to carry on major
activityl ----------------
Limitation in amount or
kind of major activityl --
Limitation ? but not in
major activity l----------
With no limitation of
activity -------------------
lmj or activity refers to ability to work, keep hOuse, or engage in school or preschool activities.
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Table 8. Average prevalence and percent distribution of visual impairments, by degree of limitation of activity
according to age: United States, July 1963-June 1965
[Data are based on household interview of the civilian, noninatib.ticmal population. The survey design, general q.ctlifications, WI information on the reliability of the
estimates are given in Ippcndix I. Definitions of terms are ~ivon in Appendix Ifl













































With limitation of activity ------
Unable to~carry on major
activity ---------------------.
Limitation in amount or kind of
major activityl---------------
Limitation, but not in major
activityl---------------------
With no limitation of activity---
Under 45 years
Total----------------------
With limitation of activity------
Unable to carry on major
activityl---------------------
Limitation in amount or kind of
major activityl---------------
Limitation, but not in major
activityi---------------------
With no limitation of ~ctivity---
45-64 years
Total----------------------
With limitation of activity------
Unable to carry on major
activity l---------------------
Limitation in amount or kind of
major activityl---------------
Limitation, but not in major
activityl---------------------
With no limitation of activity---
65 years and over
Total----------------------
With limitation of activity----U-
nable to,carry on major
activity --------------------
Limitation in amount or kind o:
major activ.ityl--------------
Limitation, but not in major
activityl--------------------
With no limitation of activity--
















































































































































































































lmjor activitY refers to ability tO work, keep house, or engage in school or preschool activities.
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Table 9. Average prevalence and percent distribution of hearing impairments, by age according to color
and sex: United States, July 1963-June 1965
[Dnta are based on bouselmld interview of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The stmvsy design, general qualifications, and information on the rcl-






















































































































































































































Table 10. Average prevalence and percent distribution of hearing impairments,by etiology according to
sex and age: United States, July 1963-June 1965
[Dataarebasw! on I,cmseholdinterviewsof the civilian, noninstitutionalpopulation. The survey design, general qualifications, $nd information on the




















































































































































































































































Ij?or inclusions in each etiology WOLIP , see page 8,
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Table 11. Average prevalence and percent distribution of hearing impairments, by age according to sex
and geographic region: United States, July 1963-June 1965
[Deiswe basedcmhmsc.hcddint,ervicws of the ci~tilitm, mnimtitutimalpqulatim.The survey design, general qualifications,andinformation cm the re.













































































































































































































































































































































































Table 12. Average prevalence and percent distribution Of ‘nearing impaimnents, by family income according
to age and sex: United States, July 1963-June 1965
[Da,tsme based m household].t,cm’iewsofLhecivilian,.Oninstit.tionalpcqmlaticm,The survey design,gemsmlq.alificaticms,andinfmmatimOD the
reliabilityoftheestimates are given inAppendixI. Definitionsofterms.aregiveninAppendixII]
























































































































































































































llnclude~persons with unkncwn incomes.
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Table 13. Average prevalence and percent distribution of hearing impairments, by degree of limitation of activity
according to sex and age: United States, July 1963-June 1965
[Datarebased O. bous.boldi.t.m’iewOftboci~’iliwnOnin~ti@OnOlPoPUl~tiOn.Th~sunq dc~% gen@mImmlificntiOns,andinformationonthereliabilityof be
estimatesoregiw!nh .Ippondix1.Definitionsof terms arc fivcn in $ppendis 1~
Both sexes Male Female









































100.0Total----------------------- 8,549 100.0 45.7 4,785 100.0 52.E 3,764 39.0
With limitation of activity-------
Unable to,carry on major
activity ----------------------
Limitation in amount or
kind of major activity l--------
Limitation, but not in
major activityl----------------





















































































































With limitation of activity-------
Unable to carry on msjor
activityl----------------------
Limitation in amount or
kind of major activityl --------
Limitation, but not in
major activityl ----------------
With no limitation of.activity ----
45-64 years
Total-----------------------
With limitation of activity -------
Unable to carry on major
activityl----------------------
Limitation in amount or
kind of major activityl --------


















































With no limitation of activity----
65 years and over
Total-----------------------
With limitation of activity -------
Unable to carry on msj or
activity l----------------------
Limitation in amount orl
kind of major activity --------














































172.4With no limitation of activity----
l~jor activity refers to ability to work, keep house , or engage in school or preschool activities.
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Table 14. Average prevalence and percent distribution of speech defects, by age according to color and
sex: United States, July 1963-June 1965
[Data are based cm household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information cm the re























All ages---------- 1,298 100.0 6.9













25 years and over------- 466 35.9 4.6
Male
All ages ---------- 809 100.0 8.9
Under 25 years---------- 544 67.2 12.6
25 years and over------- 264 32.6 5.6
Female
All ages---------- 489 100.0 5.1
Under 25 years---------- 287 58.7 6.6










Table 15. Average prevalence and percent distribution of speech defects, by etiology according to age:
United States, July 1963-June 1965
[Sseheadnoteontable14]































































Table 16. Average prevalenceand percent distributionof speech defects, by age accordingto sex
and geographicregion: United States, July 1963-June1965
[Datame based on household inteMew~of the civilian, noninstitutional population. Thesurveydesign,generalqualification,and information
on the reliability ofthe estimates aregiven in AppendlxI. Definitions oftennsaregivenin AppendIxII]



































































































































































































Table 17. Average prevalence and percent distribution of speech defects,by family income i~cco~d-
ing to age; United States, July 1963-June 1965
[Data sw based on household interviews of the civilisn, noninstitutionalp pulation. Tbe survey design, general qualifications, and information
onthe reliability of tbe estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix II]
I All ages Under 17 years 17 years and over

























=4====All incomesL-- 1,298 100.0 6.9






7,000-$9,999----- 202 15.6 2::
10,000 and over-- 151 11.6 4.8






















lIncludes persons with unknown incomes.
Table 18. Average prevalence and uercent distribution of Sueech defects. bv limitation of activ-
~ty”according to S;X and age: United States; July 1963-J&e”1965




























































































































Table 19. Average prevalence and percent distribution of cases of paralysis, by age according to color
and sex: United States, July 1963-June 1965
[DataWe b~~dcmho”s~holdinterviews of the ci,ilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information On the r~-




















































45 years and over-------





















































Table 20. Average prevalence and percent distribution of cases of paralysis,
age: United States, July 1963-June 1965
by etiology accoFding to
~ce he.dnote on table 19]
















































































Table 21. Average prevalence and percent distribution of cases of paralysis,by etiology according
to s=: United States,July 1963-June 1965
[Data are based cm household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information





Vascular lesions, central nervous system----------------------------
Injury----------------------------------------------------------------
Congenital or birth factors-------------------------------------------





Vascular lesions, central nervous system ------------------------------
Injury----------------------------,-----------------------------------
Congenital or birth factors--------------------------------------------





Vascular lesions, central nervous system------------------------------
Injury----------------------------------------------------------------
Congenital or birth factors-------------------------------------------
Other and il.-defined conditions--------------------------------------















































































Table 22. Average prevalence and percent distribution of cases of paralysis, by age according to sex
and geographic region: United States, July 1963-June 1965
[Dateme bawd m householdinterviewsofthecitilim,ninstituticmdpopulation.Thes.nq’design, general qualifications, and information on the






























































































































































Under 25 years ----------
25-44 years -------------
45-64 years-------------























































































Under 25 years ----------
25-44 years -------------
45-64 years-------------




































*65 years and over-------
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Table 23. Average prevalence and percent distribution of caaes of paralyaia, by family income according
to age and sex: United Statea, July 1963-June 1965
[Data are basedcm householdi.tewiws of thecivilian,mxinstit.t.ionalpopulation,The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the
reliability of the estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitionsof termsaregiven in Appendix II]























































































































































































































1Includes persons with unknown incomes.
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Table 24. Average prevalence and percent distribution of cases of paralysis, by degree of limitation of activity
according to sex and age: United States, July 1963-June 1965
[kta are bawd on housohold intcrviows of th~ civilian, nonin.tit.timwl population. The suwos t!mign, general qmdifimtions, rind infcmnatim on the reliahiliiy of the




































































































With limitation of activity-------
Unable tolcarry on msjor
activity -------------------- --
Limitation in amount or
kind of major activity t--------
Limitation, but not in
major activity l----------------














With limitation of activity-------
Unable to carry on major
activity l----------------------
Limitation in amount or
kind of major activity l--------
Limftstion, but not in
major activity l ----------------



































































With limitation of sctivity-------
Unable to carry on major
activity l----------------------
Limitstion in amount or
kind of major activity l--------




















































3.9With no limitation of activity----








With limitation of activity-------
Unable to,carry on major
activity ----------------------
Limitation in amount or
kind of major activity l--------


























6.5With no limitation of activity----
l~jor activity refers to ability towork,keep house, or engage in school or preschool activities.
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Table 25. Average prevalence and percent distribution of cases of absence of extremities, by se-
lected characteristics: United States, July 1963-June 1965
[Data are basedOnhouseholdinterviews of the civiliarr, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information

































































































































































Table 26. Average prevalenceand percent distributionof cases of absence of extremities,by fam-
ily income accordingto age: United States,July 1963-June1965
[Data are based cm household interviews of the oivilien, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general quehfkations, and information









































































































































































llnclUdes persons with unknown incomes.
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Table 27. Average prevalence and percent distribution of cases of absence of extremities, by etiology ac-
cording to age: United States, July 1963-June 1965
@ataw? based on household inlerk,ews of tbe c]vilta., nonin.l,lulional population. The .ur!my design, general qualifications, and information cm the reliability
of the csllmul.s are gIv@” in $ppcmcltx 1, Dcfinilion~ of term. we given in Appendix 1~
Absence of major Absence of fin er(s) or























































8.9 1.0 1,328 100.O 7.8
0.8 1,241 9;.; 7.3
0.3 87 . 0.5
178
Injury -----------------------










65 years and over
All causes ------------- 4.61 383 I 100.0] 22.3462 I 100.0
Injury -----------------------
All other causes ------------- 21.--E 22.64.4 4732 59.540.5 2.7 3;: 88.8 19.81.9 11.2 2.5
Table 28. Average prevalence and percent distribution of cases of absence of extremities, by limitation of
activity according to age: United States, July 1963-June 1965
r~eheadnote0.table277









































With limitation of activity --




With limitation of activity --
With no limitation of
activity --------------------
45 years and over
Total ------------------
With limitation of activity --






























































Table 29. Average prevalence and percent distribution of impairments (except paralysis and absence) of
limbs, back, and trunk, by age according to sex and site: United States, July 1963-June 1965
[Data are based cm household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and infonution cm the ra-



































































































































































































































65 years and over-------





























































































Table 30. Average prevalence and percent distribution of impairments (except paralysis and absence) of
limbs, back, and ttmnk, by site according to color and age: United States, July 1963-June 1965
[Datame based on household interviews of the civ!lian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the re-




Back or spine -----------
Upper extremity and
shoulder ---------------
Lower extramity and hip-
Other and multiple, NEC-
Under 45 years
All sites ---------
Back or spine -----------
Upper extremity and
shoulder ---------------
Lower extremity and hip-
Other and multiple, NEC-
45 years and over
All sites ---------
Back or spine -----------
Upper extremity and
shoulder ---------------
Lower extremity and hip-
Other and multiple, NEC-
Total








































































































































Table 31. Average prevalence and percent distribution of impairments (except paralysia and ab-
sence) of limbs, back, and trunk, by etiology according to site and age: United States, JUIY
1963-June 1965
[Data are based cm household intswiwvs of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, endinfonnation





Congenital or birth factors-----------------





Congenital or birth factors-----------------





Congenital or birth factors-----------------





Congenital or birth factors-----------------
Other and ill-defined conditions------------
Unknown to respondent-----------------------
65 years and over
All causes----------------------------
Injury--------------------------------------
Congenital or birth factors-----------------







































































































































































Table 31. Average prevalence and percent cltsf:ributj.on of impairments (except p%~alys~s awl ab-
aence) of limbs, back, and trunk, by etiology according to site and age: United States, July
1963-June 1965—Con.
@ata are based orIhousehold i~tewiws of the civilian, mminstitutional populratiom The survey design, general qualifications, amdinfotmation
on the reliability ofthe estimates sregiven in Appendix I. Definitiorrsoftermsaregivenin AppendlxE]
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Table 32. Average prevalence and percent distribution of impairments (except paralysis and ab-
sence) of limbs, back, and trunk, by etiology according to site and sex: United States, July
1963-June 1965
[Data are based on household interviews of the siviIian, ncminstitutbud population. The survey design, general qualifications, andinfonuation





Congenital or birth factors-----------------





Congenital or birth factors-----------------





Congenital or birth factors-----------------

























































































































Table 32. Average prevalence and percent distribution of impairments (exceptparalysisandab-
sence) of limbs,back, and trunk, by etiologyaccording to site and sex: United States,July
1963-June1965-Con.
[Data me based m hrwmhold interviews of the civilian, rmninstitutirm.1 population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information.



















































































































































































Table 33. Average prevalence and percent distribution of impairments
of limbs, back,
(except paralysis and absence)
and trunk, by site according to age and geographic region: United States, July 1963.
June 1965
[Datam based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional pop.la~ion. ‘Tiw s.mey dcsigs, genernl qualifications, and information o. the re-
liability of the estimates are given in ..4ppe”dixI.Definitions of terms are given in Appendix In













































Lower extremity and hip-






Lower extremity and hip-






Lower extramity and hip-






Lower extremity and hip-






Lower extremity and hip-
Other and multiple, NEC-


























































































































































































































Table 34. Average prevalence and percent distribution of impairments (except paralysis and absence) of
limbs, back, and trunk, by site according to age and family income: United States, July 1963-
June 1965
[Data are based cm household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The sun’ey design, general audificatians, and informnticm on the
reliability of thecwtimatesar egiven in \ppendix I. Definitions of terms nrepi~cnin Ippendis Ifi






































































































































































Lower extremity and hip-














































Lower extremity and hip-
















Lower extremity and hip-
















Lower extremity and hip-
















Lower extremity and hip-





















































Lower extremity and hip-

























‘Includespersons with unknown incomes.
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Table 35. Average prevalence and percent distribution of impairments
back, and trunk,
(except paralysis and absence) of limbs,
by degree of limitation of activity according to age and site: United States, July 1963-June
1965
[Data are based on household ,nterv,ews of the civ,l,an, noninstitutional population. Tbe suwey design, general qualifications, and information cm tbe reliability of tbe
estimates areglven in Appendix 1. Definitions of terms aregiven in Appendixll]
All ages Under 65 years 65 years and over












































































With limitation of activity-------
Unable tolcarry on major
activity ----------------------
Limitation in amount or
kind of major activity l--------
Limitation, but not in
major activityl----------------




































With limitation of activity-------
Unable to carry on major
activity l----------------------
Limitation in amount or
kind of major activityl--------
Limitation, but not in
major activityl----------------
With no limitation of activity----






































































































































With limitation of activity -------
Unable tolcarry on major
activity ----------------------
Limitation in amount or
kind of major activityl--------
Limitation, but not in
major activityl----------------

















Lower extremity amd hip
Total -----------------------
With limitation of activity-------
Unable to carry on major
activity l----------------------
Limitation in amount or
\i?d of major activity l--------
Llmltation, but not in’
major activityl----------------
With no limitation of activity ----












With limitation of activity-------
Unable tolcarry on major
activity ----------------------
Limitation in amount or
kind of major activity l--------
Limitation, but not in
major activity l----------------













l~jor activity refers to ability to work, keep house, or engage in school or preschool activities.
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Table 36. Populationused in obtaining rates shown in this publication, by age and selected
characteristics:United States,July 1963-June1965
[Data me based on household interviews of the sivilk, noninstitutional population. Thesurvey design, general qualifications, and information
on the reliability of the estimates are given in Appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in Appendix II]
All Under 6-16 17-24 25-4& 45-64 65-74 75 years




































































































































































































See footnoteat end of table.
Table 36. Population used in obtaining rates shown in this publication, by age and selected
characteristics: United States, July 1963-June 1965—COn.
[Data are based cm household interviews of the oivilian, rmninstitutionaI population. The survey design, general qualifications, andinforrnation




Under 6-16 17-24 25-44 45-64
6 years years years years years
65-74 75 years















































































































































lInCIUdes persons with unknown incomes.
NOTE : For official population estimates for more general use, see Bureau of the Census reports





TECHNICAL NOTES ON METHODS
Background of This Report
This report is one of a series of statistical reports
prepared by the National Health Survey. It is based on
information collected in a continuing nationwide sample
of households in the Health Interview Survey, a major
part of the program.
The Health Interview Survey utilizes a question-
naire which, in addition to personal and demographic
characteristics, obtains information on illnesses,’ in-
juries, chronic conditions and impairments, and other
health topics. As data relating to each of these various
broad topics are tabulated and analyzed, separate re-
ports are issued which cover one or more of the specific
topics, The present report is based primarily on the
consolidated sample for 104 weeks of interviewing
ending June 1965.
The population covered by the sample for the
Health Interview Survey is the civilian, noninstitutional
population of the United States living at the time of
the interview. The sample does not include members
of the Armed Forces, U.S: nationals living in foreign
countries, or crews of vessels.
Statistical Design of the
Health Interview Survey .
General @w.-The sampling plan of the survey
follows a multistage probability design which permits
a continuous sampling of the civilian population of
the United States. The first stage of this design con-
sists of drawing a sample of 357 from about 1,900
geographically defined primary sampling units (PSU’S)
into which the United States has been divided. A PSU
is a oounty, a group of contiguous counties, or a
standard metropolitan statistical area.
With no loss in general understanding, the re-
maining stages can be combined and treated in this
discussion as an ultimate stage. Within PSU’S, then,
ultimate stage units called segments are defined in
such a manner that each segment contains an expected
rdne households. A segment consists of a cluster of
neighboring households or addresses. Two general
types of segments are used: (1) area segments which
are defined geographically, and (2) B segments which
are defined from a list of addresses from the Decennial
Census and the Survey of Construction. Each week a
random sample of about 90 segments is drawn. In the
approximately 800 households in these segments, house-
hold members are interviewed concerning factors re-
lated to health.
Since the household members interviewed each
week are a representative sample of the ~pulation,
samples for successive weeks can be combined into
larger samples. Thus the design permits both continuous
measurement of characteristics of high incidence or
prevalence in the population and, through the larger
consolidated samples, more detailed analysis of less
common characteristics and smaller categories. The
continuous collection has administrative and operational
advantages as well as technical assets, since it per-
mits field work to be handled with an experienced,
stable staff. .
Sample size and geo.gvaphic detail. —The national
sample plan for the 24-month period ending June 1965
included about 268,000 persons from 84,000 households
in ahout 9,400 segments.
The overall sample was designed in such a fashion
that tabulations can be provided for each of the major
geographic regions and for urban and rural sectors of
the United States.
Collection of data. — Field operations for the house-
hold survey are performed by the U.S. Bureau of the
Census under specifications established by the National
Center for Health Statistics. In accordance with these
specifications the Bureau of the Census selects the
sample, conducts the field interviewing as an agent
of the Center, and performs a manual edit and coding
of tbe questionnaires, The Health Interview Survey, using
Center electronic computers, carries out further editing
and tabulates the edited data.
Estimating methods. -Each statistic produced by
the survey—for example, the number of persons who
have a hearing impairment in a specified period-is
the result of two stages of ratio estimation. In the first
of these the control factor is the ratio of the 1960
59
decennial population count to the 1960 estimated popu-
lation in the National Health Survey’s first-stage sample
of PSU’S. These factors are applied for some 25 color-
residence classes.
Later, ratios of sample-produced estimates of the
population to official Bureau of the Census figures for
current population in about 60 age-sex-color classes
are computed and serve as second-stage factors for
ratio estimating.
The effect of the ratio estimating process is to
make the sample more closely representative of the
population by age, sex, color, and residence, thus re-
ducing sampling variance.
As noted, each week’s sample represents the pop-
ulation living during that week and characteristics of
that population. Consolidation of samples over a time
period, say a calendar quarter, produces estimates of
average characteristics of the U.S. population for that
calendar quarter. Similarly, population data for a year
are averages of the four quarterly figures.
General Qualifications
Nonresponse. —Data were adjusted for nonresponse
by a procedure which imputes to persons in a house-
hold which was not interviewed the characteristics of
persons in households in the same segment which were
interviewed. The total noninterview rate was 5 percent:
1 percent was refusal, and the remainder was primarily
due to the failure to find any eligible household
respondent after repeated trials.
The interview pvocess. —The statistics presented
in this report are based on replies secured in interviews
of persons in the sampled households. Each person 19
years of age and over available at the time of interview
was interviewed individually. Proxy respondents within
the household were employed for children and for adults
not available at the time of the interview, provided the
respondent was closely related to the person about
whom information was being obtained.
There are limitations to the accuracy of diagnostic
and other information collected in household interviews.
For diagnostic information, the household respondent
can, at best, pass on to the interviewer only the infor-
mation the physician has given to the family. For
conditions not medically attended, diagnostic informa-
tion is often no more than a description of symptoms.
However, other facts, such as the number of disability
days caused by the condition, can be obtained more
accurately from household members than from any
other. source, since only the persons concerned are in
a position to report this information.
Rounding of numbers. —The original tabulations
on which the data in this report are based show all
estimates to the nearest whole unit. All consolidations
were made from the original tabulations using the
estimates to the nearest unit, In the finsl published
tables the figures are rounded to the nearest thousand,
although these are not necessarily accurate to that
detail. Devised statistics, such as rates and percent
distributions, are computed after the estimates on
which these are based have been rounded to the nearest
thousand.
Population figuws. —Some of the published tables
include population figures for specified categories ~Ex-
cept for certain overall totals by age and sex, which
are adjusted to independent estimates, these figures
are based on the sample of households in the National
Health Survey. These are given primarily to provide
denominators for rate computation and for this purpose
are more appropriate for use with the accompanying
measures of health characteristics than other population
data that may be available. In some instances these
will permit users to recombine published data into
classes more suitable to their specific needs. With
the exception of the overall totals by age and sex
mentioned above, the population figures differ from
corresponding figures (which are derived from different
sources) published in reports of the Bureau of the
Census. For population data for general use, see the
official estimates presented in Bureau of the Census
reports in the P-20, P-25, and P-60 series.
Reliability of Estimates
Since the estimates are based on a sample, they
will differ somewhat from the figures that would
have been obtained if a complete census had been
taken using the same schedules and instructions ,and
interviewing personnel and procedures. As in any sur-
vey, the results are also subject to measurement error.
The standard error is primarily a measure of
sampling variability, that is, the variations that might
occur by chance because only a sample of the pop-
ulation is surveyed. As calculated for this report,
the standard error also reflects part” of the variation
which arises in the measurement process. It does
not include estimates of any biases which might lie
in the data. The chances are about 68 out of 100 that
an estimate from the sample would differ from a com-
plete census by less than the standard error. The
chances are about 95 out of 100 that the difference would
be less than twice the standard error and about 99 out
of 100 that it would be less than 2?4times as large.
The relative standard error of an estimate is ob-
tained by dividing the standard error of the estimate by
the estimate itself and is expressed as a percentage
of the estimate. Included in this appendix are charts
from which the relative standard errors can be deter-
mined for estimates shown in this report. In order to
derive relative errors which would be applicable to a
wide variety of health statistics and which could be
prepared at a moderate cost, a number of approxima-
tions were required. As a result, the charts provide
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an estimate of the approximate relative standard error
rather than the precise error for any specific aggre-
gate or percentage.
Three classes of statistics for the health survey
are identified for purposes of estimating variances.
Nawow ~ange. —This class consists of(1) statistics
which estimate a population attribute, e.g., the number
of persons in a particular income group, and (2) sta-
tistics for which the measure for a single individual for
the period of reference is usually either O or 1, on
occasion may take on the value 2, and very rarely is 3.
Medium Yange. —This class consists of other sta-
tistics for which the measure for a single individual for
the period of reference will rarely lie outside the range
o to 5.
Wide Yange. —This cIass consists of statistics for
which the measure for a single individual for the period
of reference frequently will range from Oto a number in
excess of 5, e.g., the number of days of bed disability
experienced during the year.
In addition to classifying variables according to
whether they are narrow-, medium-, or wide-range,
statistics in the survey are further defined as
Type A —Statistics on prevalence and incidence
data for which the period of reference in
the questionnaire is 12 months.
Type B—Incidence-type statistics for which the
period of reference in the questionnaire
is 2 weeks.
Type C— Statistics for which the reference period
is 6 months.
Only the charts on sampling error applicable to
data contained in this report are presented.
General rules foy determining relative sampling
mors.—The “guide” on page 62. together with the fol-
lowing rules, will enable the reader to determine ap-
proximate relative standard errors from the charts for
estimates presented in this report.
Rule 1. Estimates of aggregates: Approximate rel-
ative standard errors for estimates of ag-
gregates, such as the number of persons
with a given characteristic, are obtained
from appropriate curves on page 63.
The number of persons in the total U.S.
population or in an age-sex class of
the total population is adjusted to official
Bureau of the Census figures and is not
subject to sampiing error.
Rule 2, Estimates of percentages in a percent dis-
tribution: Relative standard errors for
percentages in a percent distribution of a
total are obtained from appropriate curves
on page 64. For values which do not fall on
one of the curves presented in the chart,
visual interpolation will provide a satis-
factory approximation.
Rule 3. Estimates of rates where the numevator
is a subckzss of the denominator: This
rule applies for prevalence rates or where
a unit of the numerator occurs, with few
exceptions, only once in the year for any
one unit in the denominator. For example,
in computing the rate of orthopedic impair-
ments per 1,000 population, the numerator
consisting of persons with the impairment
is a subclass of the denominator which in-
cludes all persons in the population. Such
rates if converted to rates per 100 maybe
treated as though they were percentages
and the relative standard errors obtained
from the chart, P8AN-M. Rates per 1,000,
or on any other base, must first be con-
verted to rates per 100; then the percentage
chart will provide the relative standard
error per 100.
Rule 4. EstimateS.of vates where the numevator is
not a subclass of tlzedenominator: (Notre-
quired for statistics presented in this
report.)
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Guide to Use of Relative Standard Error Charts
The code shown belowidentifiestheappropriate aggregate,ILpercentage;(2)thenumber of calendar
curve to be used in estimatingtherelativestandard quartersofdatacollection;(3)thetypeofthestatistic
errorofthestatisticdescribed.The fourcomponents as describedon page 61;and(4)therangeofthesta-




Persons in the U.S. population,or totalnumber of




Per 1,000 total populationor per 1,000 persons in
any subgroupof the total U.S. population-----------
Use:
Rule Code on page
~









Relative standard errors for aggregates based on eight quarters of data collection
for data of all types and ranges
100 1,000 10,000 100,OFO
Size of estimate (in thousands)
E=mple of use of chart: An aggregate of 5,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a
Narrow range type A statistic (code: A8AN) has a relative standard error of 1.9 percent,
read from scale at left side of chart, or a standard error of 95,000 (1.9 percent of
5,000,000). For a. Wide range type B statistic (code: A8BW), an aggregate of 10,000,000



















Relative standard errors for percentages based on eight quarters of data collection
for type A data, Narrow and Medium range
(Base of percentage shown on curves in millions)
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Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) basea on
an estimate of 10,OOO,OOO has a relative standard error of 2.8 percent (read from the scale
at the left side of the chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 in-
tersects the vertical line for 20 percent. me standard error in percentage points is
equal to 20 percent X 2.8 percent or 0.56 percentage points.
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APPENDIX II
DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS USED IN THIS REPORT AND
cLAsswcATIobI OF IMPAIRMENTS(x-coDE)
Demographic and Economic Terms
Age. —The age recorded for each person is the age
at last birthday. Age is recorded in single years and
grouped in a variety of distributions depending upon the
purpose of the table.
Color. -The population is divided into two groups
according to color, “white” and “nonwhite.” Nonwhite
includes Negro, American Indian, Chinese, Japanese,
and so forth. Mexican persons are included with white
persons unless definitely known to be of another race.
Income of family OYof urn-elated individuals. —Each
member of a family is classified according to the total
income of the family of which he is a member. Within
the household all persons related to each other by blood,
marriage, or adoption constitute a family. Unrelated
individuals are classified according to their own income.
The income recorded is the total of all income re-
ceived by members of the family in the 12-month
period preceding the week of interview. Income from all
sources is included, e.g., wages, salaries, rents from
property, pensions, and help from relatives.
Re.@on.—For the purpose of classifying the pop-
ulation by geographic area, the States are grouped into
four regions. These regions, which correspond to those
used by the Bureau of the Census, are as follows:
Rep”on States Included




North Central --- Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa,
Missouri, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas
South ----------- Delaware, Maryland, District of
Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia,





West ----------- Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado,
New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Nevada,
Alaska, Washington, Oregon,
California, Hawaii
Terms Relating to Chronic Conditions
Condition. —A morbidity condition, or simply a
condition, is any entry on the questionnaire which de-
scribes a departure from a state of physical or mental
well-being. It results from a positive response to one
of a series of “illness-recall” questions. In the coding
and tabulating process, conditions are selected or clas-
sified according to a number of different criteria, such
as whether they were medically attended, whether they
resulted in disability, whether they were acute or chron-
ic, or according to the type of disease, injury, impair-
merit, ”or symptom reported. For the purposes of each
published report or set of tables, only those conditions
recorded on the questionnaire which satisfy certain
stated criteria are included.
Conditions, except impairments, are coded by type
according to the International Classification of Diseases
with certain modifications adopted to make the code
more suitable for a houaehold-interview-type survey.
Chvonic condition. — A condition is considered to be
chronic if (1) it is described by the respondent in terms
of one of the chronic diseases on the “Check List of
Chronic Conditions” or in terms of one of the types of
impairments on the “Check List of Impairments,” or
(2) the condition is described by the respondent as
having been first noticed more than 3 months be-
fore the week of the interview.
All impairments are chronic conditions.
Impairment. —Impairments are chronic or per-
manent defects, resulting from disease, injury, or con-
genital malformation. They represent a decrease in or
loss of ability to perform various functions, particularly
those of the musculoskeletal system and the sense
organs. All impairments are classified by means of a
special supplementary code for impairments. Hence,
code numbers for impairments in the Manual of the
International Statistical Classification of Diseases,
Injwies, and Causes of Death (ICD) are not used. In
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the supplementary code (referred to as the X-Code),
impairments are grouped according to the type of
functional impairment, site, and etiology. Type and site
are expressed by the numbers XOO-X99, and etiology
is indicated by adding to each type the appropriate 1-
digit code from one of the two lists of etiologic factors. ‘
The X-Code is shown later in this appendix, and de-
tailed coding instructions are given in the Health
Interview Surveyts Medical Coding Manual and the Shovt
Index.
The selected types of impairments included in this








a. Severe visual impairments (XOO)
b. Other visual impairments (XO1, X02, X03,
X05) 1
Hearing impairments (X06-X09)
Speech defects (X1O, Xl 1)
Absence of extremities (X20-X34)
a. Absence of major extremities, i.e., arm,
leg, hand, or foot (X20-X24, X26-X30,
X32, X33)
b. Absence of minor extremities, i.e., fin-
ger(s) or toe(s) only (X25, X31, X34)
Paralysis, complete or partial (X40-X69)
Impairments (except paralysis or absence) of
limbs, back, trunk (X70-X79, X80-X89)
Etiology of impairments. —In this report the etiol-
ogy of an impairment is its cause in terms of what the
respondent considers the cause. The interviewer asks
for the cauae of each impairment reported. The lists
of etiologic codes are shown at the end of this appendix.
Pevsons with chyonic conditions. —The estimated
number of persons with chronic conditions is based on
the number of persons who, at the time of the interview,
were reported to have one or more chronic condition.
Prevalence of conditions. —In general, prevalence
of conditions is the estimated number of conditions of
a specified type existing at a specified time or the av-
erage number existing during a specified interval of
time. The prevalence of chronic conditions is defined
as the number of chronic cases reported to be present
or assumed to be present at the time of the interview;
those assumed to be present at the time of the inter-
view are cases described by the respondent in terms
of one of the chronic diseases on the “Check List of
Chronic Conditions” and reported to have been present
at some time during the 12-month period prior to the
interview.
1
Codes XO1-X05 were revised July 1, 1964. See text under “Visual
Impairments” and the list of X-Codes at the end of this appendix.
Terms Relating to Disability
Chronic activity limitation. — Persons with chronic
conditions are classified into four categories according
to the extent to which their activities are limited at
present as a result of these conditions. Since the usual
activities of preschool children, school-age children,
housewives, and workers and other persons differ, a
different set of criteria is used for each group. There
is a general similarity between them, however, as will
be seen in the descriptions of the four categories below:
1.
2.
Persona unable to cawy on major activity fov
their group (major activity refers to ability to
work, keep house, or go to school)
Preschool children: inability to take part in
ordinary play wf.th other
children.
School-age children: inability to go to school.
Housewives: inability to do any house
work.
Workers and all
other persons: inability to work at a job
or business.
Persona limited in the amount ov kind of majov
activity pevfomned (major activity refers to






limited in the amount or
kind of play with other
children, e.g., need spe-
cial rest periods, cannot
play strenuous games, -
cannot play for long pe-
riods at a time.
limited to certain types
of schools or in school at-
tendance, e.g., need spe-
cial schools or special
teaching, cannot go to
school full time or for
long periods at a time.
limited in amount or kind
of housework, e.g., cannot
lift children, wash or iron,
or do housework for long
periods at a time.
limited in amount or kind
of work, e.g., need spe-
cial working aids or spe-
cial rest periods at work,
cannot work full time or
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for long periods at a time, tivities, such as church,
cannot do strenuous work. clubs, hobbies,civicproj-
3. Pevsorw not limited in major activity but other-
ects, or shopping.
wise limited (major activity refers to ability to Workers and all




not classified in this cate-
gory.
not limited in going to
school but limited in par-
ticipation in athletics or
other extracurrictdar ac-
tivities.
not limited in housework
hut limited in other ac-
work activities but limit-
ed in other activities,
such as church, clubs,
hobbies, civic projects,
sports, or games.
4. Persons not limited in activities
Includes persons with chronic conditions whose
activities are not limited in any of the ways de-
scribed above.
CLASSIFICATION OF IMPAIRMENTS (X-Code)
History and Purpose
This classification of impairments was developed by the Division of Public Health Methods in the
years 1955-1956 in order to provide—in the relatively simple detail required for household-health
surveys—a method of coding certain residuals of diseases and injuries so that both the present effect
and the underlying cause could be reflected within one diagnostic code.
The X-Code is essentially a regrouping and expansion of the Supplementary Y-Codes, Y50-Y88, of
ICD, Volulnc 1
Abbreviations and Special Use of Parentheses
NOS = not otherwise specified
NEC = not elsewhere classified
In addition to the usual purpose, parentheses are used to enclose words or phrases that may or may
not be specified but, if used with a given diagnosis, do not change the code assignment of that diagnosis.
For example, tlParalYsis (complete) bti legs x44” means that the code number is X44 whether or not
the modifier “complete” is specified; “glaucoma (congenital)” means that ccmgenital glaucoma is coded
in the same manner as glaucoma not specified as congenital.
LIST OF IMPAIRMENTS, BY TYPE AND SITE (XOO-X99)
(The lists of l-digit etiology codes are shown following X99)






Visual impairment: Inability to read ordinary newspaper print with glasses, and impairment
indicating no useful vision in either eye
Blind in one eye, with impairment as in X03
Blind in one eye, with impairment as in X05
Visual impairment: Inability to recognize a friend walking on the other side of the street AND
other visual difficulty, but NOT as in XOO-X02
Impaired vision except as in XOO-X03
—-
2The X-Codes for visual impairments in use during the period July 1963-June 1964 were as follows:
XOO Inclusions the same as listed above
XO1 Blind in one eye, other eye defective but not impaired as in S00
X02 Blind in one eye, other eye good or not mentioned
X05 Impaired vision except as in S00-S02, one or both eyes
See text uhder “Visual Imp&rrnents” for an explanation of the effect of the revision on estimatee presented in this repat.
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Impairment of Hearing (X06-X09)
X06 Deafness, total, both ears including deaf-mutism
Includes persons, with or without speech, who are completely deaf and cannot be benefited by
a hearing aid
X07 Impaired hearing, severe
Includes persons who have some hearing but cannot hear ordinary conversation (except with
hearing aid)
X09 Impaired hearing except as in x06, X07
Includes: deafness NOS; hard of hearing NOS; “trouble with hearing” NOS; impaired hearing,
one or both ears, not classifiable to x06, X07
Impairment of Speech, intelligence, Special Sense (X1 O-X19)
X1O Stammering, stuttering
Xl 1 Other speech defect
ExcZudes deaf-mutism (X06) and cleft palate speech (X91)
X12 LOSS or impairment of sense of smell and/or taste
X13 Loss or disturbance of sensation NEC
X14 Special learning disability ~affecting school progress
X15 Mental deficiency, mongolism
X16 Mental deficiency, severe except in mongolism
X17 Mental deficiency, moderate
X18 Mental deficiency, mild
X19 Mental deficiency, degree not specified
Absence, Loss, Extremities, and Certain Other Sites (X20-X39)
UppeY Extremity
X20 Arm, at or above elbow, and arm NOS
X21 Arm, below ellmw and above wrist
X22 Arms, both
X23 Hand, except finger(s) or thumb(s) only
X24 Hands, both, except fingers or thumbs only
X25 Finger(s) and/or thumb(s), only, one OYboth hands
LoweY Extremity
X26 Leg, at or above knee, and leg NOS
X27 Leg, below knee and above ankle
X28 Legs, both
X29 Foot, except toe(s) only
X30 Feet, both, except toes only
X31 Toe(s) only, one or both feet
Upper and LowGY Extremities
X32 One upper (arm or hand) with one lower (leg or foot), except digits only
X33 Three or more (arm, hand, leg, foot) except digits only





X39 Absence, rib, or other bone, joints, muscles, without loss of extremity
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Paralysis, Complete or Partial, All Sites, Except as in XOO-X19 (X40-X69)











Upper extremity, one, except finger(s) only
Upper extremities, both
Finger(s) only
Lower extremity, one, any part except toe(s) only
Lower extremities, both (paraplegia)
Toe(s) only
Paraplegia with bladder or anal sphincter involvement
One side of body, one upper and one lower, same side (hemiplegia)
Three or more major members, or entire body (quadriplegic)
Paralysis, NOS, or of other sites of extremities or trunk (complete)
Cerebral Palsy; Paralysis, Partial, of Extremities and Trunk (2Y50-X59)







Cerebral palsy (and synonyms)
Includes “spastic” if present since birth (congenital)
Partial paralysis, arm(s) or finger(s)
Partial paralysis, leg(s) any part(s) (“drags foot”)
Partial paralysis, one side of body (hemiparesis)
Partial paralysis, other sites of extremities or trunk
Partial paralysis, palsy, paresis - NOS
Paralysis, Complete or Partial, Sites Except Extremities or Trunk (X60-X69)
X60 Paralysis, complete or partial, face (Bell’s palsy or paralyais)
X61 Paralysis, complete or partial, bladder or anal sphincter, without mention of paralysis of
{~mremit ies
X69 Paralysis, complete or partial, sites not of extremities, trunk, nor affecting special senses
or speech
Nonparalytic Orthopedic Impairment (Chronic) NEC (X70-X79)
Excludes:
Includes:
paralysis (X40-X69); specified deformities in X80-X89 and all “disc” conditions (ICD 735)
limitation of motion NEC; stiffness (complete or partial); “flail joint”; instability of joint;
frankly ill-defined, symptomatic, but chronic difficulty, weakness, “trouble,” pain, swelling,
“limping,” involving muscles, joints, limbs, back or trunk, of *WZ ca~e, cw due to
healed injuries 3 mos+ OY to past and now inactive diseases; old (3 mos+) sprains, strains,
or dislocations with effect not elsewhere classifiable, or not stated.











Back NOS, spine NOS, vertebra NOS (low) (lumbosacral) (sacro-iliac) (entire)
Cervical or thoracic region of back, spine, vertebrae
Coccygeal region of back, spine, vertebrae (last bone of spine)
Shoulder, upper arm, forearm above wrist; arm NOS
Wrist, hand, finger, thumb - sites in X73 not involved
Hip and/or pelvis, alone, or with any other site in X70-X79
Excludes congenital dislocation of hip (X85.X)
Knee, leg NOS, - hip not involved
Ankle, foot, toe, - sites in X76 not involved
Excludes impairments involving arches of fmt, feet (X82)
Multiple sites NEC (back and legs) (fingers and toes) (legs and arms) (arms and back)
Other and ill-defined sites “
Includes: rib; trunk NOS; “side” NOS; limping, staggering, stumbling, “trouble in walking,” NOS
Excludes: jaw (X92); and at~ic gait (paralysis, partial)
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Specified Deformity of Limbs, Back, Trunk (X80-X89)
X80 Curvature and other structural deformities of spine or back, except as in X81.X
Includes all structural deformities of spine or back, except spinabifida
Excludes chronic back conditions in X70-X72, and chronic disc conditions (735)









Flatfoot (including weak or fallen arches and other difficulty with arches)
Clubfoot
Deformity, other and multiple, lower extremity, NEC
Includes: genu valgum (knock knee); genu varum (howleg); tibial torsion; hammer toe; hal.lux
valgus or varus; any deformity of toe; deformity leg NOS, foot NEC, knee
Excludes X82, X83
Dislocation, congenital, and other deformity hip and/or pelvis
Deformity, neck or shoulder region
Includes: torticollis; Sprengel’s deformity; deformity of neck and/or shoulder
Deformity finger(s), thumb(s), only
Deformity, upper extremity, except as in X86, X87
Includes deformity of: arm(s); hand(s) and finger(s), but
Excludes deformity involving fingers, thumbs, only
Deformity, trunk hones, NEC
Includes: pigeon breast; cervical rib; postural defect NEC











Disfigurement, scarring, face, nose, lips, ears
Cleft palate and harelip (with speech defect)
Other dentofacial handicap
Includes: malocclusion; congenital anomalies of teeth; deformity or absence of jaw; absence,
or deficient number of teeth; deformities of palate and of other oral structures NEC





Artificial orifice (opening) or valve (surgical), any site (colostomy)
Special impairment. ill-defined site
Includes:- “birtb injury” or “brain injury,” at ages 3 mos+, without statement about type of
residual; deformed NEC, site or type not indicated. Includes also ill-defined “after effects,”
of tuberculosis of bones and joints, gonococcal infection, poliomyelitis, encephalitis, rickets
Excludes “strokes” without mention of effects
LISTS OF 1-DIGIT ETIOLOGY CODES








Unknown or unspecified origin
Cataract, any origin except as in .5-.9 (with any condition in .4)
Cataract with glaucoma, any origin except as in .5-.9
Glaucoma, any origin except as in .5-.9, without catmact (with any in .4)
Other local eye diseases (any infection of eye)
Diabetes (with cataract or glaucoma)
Diseases of the arteries NEC
3
In this report etiologic data for visual impairments are shown only for the JuIy 1964-June 1966 period.
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.7 Vascular lesions, central nervous system (with arteriosclerosis) (with hypertension)
.8 Neoplasm
.9 Accident or injury except at birth
.X Congenital origin NEC or birth injury
.Y Conditions not in .0-.9 or ..X (noncongenital) (nontraumatic) (not localized to eye) (hereditary)
(old age) (“age” NOS)
For All Impairments Except af Vision (X06-X99)
.0 Unknown or unspecified origin
.1 Tuberculosis, any site
.2 Poliomyelitis
.3 Other infection or inflammation; ulcer; any site (general) (local) (scarlet fever) (meningitis)
(encephalitis) (arthritis) (osteomyelitis) (neuritis) (etc.)
.4 Neoplasm
.5 Diabetes (with gangrene)
.6 Diseases of arteries (with gangrene) (general arteriosclerosis)
.7 Vascular lesions, central nervous system
.8 Rickets and osteomalacia
.9 Accident or injury except at birth
.X Congenital origin or birth injury
.Y Diseases and conditions except as in .0-.9 or .X (noncongenital) (nontraumatic) (noninflammatory)
(hereditary) (old age) (“age” NOS)
PREFERENCE RULES USED WHEN MULTIPLE ETIOLOGIES ARE GIVEN
For Visual Impairments On[y [XOO-X05)
Select one cause as follows:
.9 and any other(s): prefer .9 (injury);
.5 and any other(s) except .9: prefer .5 (diabetes);
.7 and any except .9 or .5: prefer .7 (vascular lesions, CNS);
If .9, .5, .7 are not applicable: prefer .8 (neoplasm);”
If .9, .5, .7, .8 are not applicable: prefer .6 (arteries NEC);
If .5-.9 are not-involved, prefer any in .1-.4 over .X or .Y.
If local diseases of eye, only, are mentioned, code:
cataract and glaucoma to .2
cataract with any in .4 to .1
glaucoma with any in .4 to .3
other multiple local eye diseases to .4
For All Impairments Except of Vision (X06-X99)
Select one cause as follows:
.9 and any other(s): prefer .9 (injury);
.7 and any except .9: prefer .7 (vascular lesions, CNS)




APPENDIX Ill . QUESTIONNAIRE
.1 he items !relow show tho exact content and wording of the !msi c questimrmke used in the nationwide household survey of the U.S. National
Health Survey. The actual questionnaire is designed for a household as a unit and irrcl”des widitimral spaces for reports on more than one pereon,
condition, acciderr(., or hospitalization. Such repetitive spaces are omitted in this illustration.
CONFIDENTIAL - The N::Io.+1 H,*lth S.W;Z m ..+.rizd by P+Ii. L.w 652 :f the !4th congress (7OSt.: 489; 42 U.S.C. 242c). N1 information
which would wmit :d..ttftc. t:.. of Khe mdivd..l wdl be field SICICdY Conftdcnrul. wdl be used only by persons ensas.d i. ..d for the Purposes
13UD5SZT BURSAU NO. 68-R620.10
of the survey, ..d will not be disclosed or ml...ed t. others for any other purposes (22 FR 1687).
.—.
APPROVAL EXPIRES JULY 15, 196S
FOmM NHS.HIS.1 (FY.4S) flwl-d US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
(7-2*.641 . .“~CAL1 OF T?IZ CEt48U,
ACTIM. AS COLLZCTINO A.ENT FOR 77-I= 1. C&scio...ice
U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE of
NAT 1ON ALAl~EfRAL:915 S URVEY quesci.ntuim.








I I I I I I
b. M*iIing .ddre.s if nor rhown in 2 . U Same .s shown in 2. [f this questionnaire is for 8. “‘EXTRA” unit in . B .x NTA segment, enter:
Address .Secisl No. of
Item No.
original ,Smnple If in NTA %~menc al=o enterby which found“K
Is
E
Afor FIRST unit lisce on SXOP.*F
CnY ,*C.
SEGMENT LIST
SHEET NO. LfNE NO.
~deI c. Nmme of specinl dwelling plnce
=
Ask items 9 ..d 10 ONLY if ‘(RtuaI” box is mtiked
10. a, COW or Rem free~ - Do.s thl. plac. hav. 10 or nmr. acr.s?
~] b. ~Rem_J--D..s At.pl.c.you r.ntfmv. 10.rmor...s?s? I
[
O Yes
7c.During th. P..+ 12 months did
sol.. of cr.Ps, Iiv.+a.k, and
oth.r farm products from ~h.




, d. During tho past 12 months
I did SObS Of .r0P5, hV9-
1 stock, and orh.r farm
I
I
products from th. PI.c.
I
amount t. $2S0 ., more?
1
1





INTERVIEWER: Check T.ble I for disberes. Enter tbe c.lu!
SEno persons with di.beres, check the “NOI
, 1 I , 1
11. Type of living quarters (Ch..k on. box)
D Hotwimg Unit m Other unit
ALL sefmenm (ask if item 2 a .ddrcss identifies s SINGLE-UNIT .Uuccure).
12 Ar. them any occ.pl.d o, va..mt living q.ort.m BESIDES YOUR OWN --
. . I. the b.xmnen!? . . . . . m Y,s--S_ L a No
--.. thlsfloor? . . . . . . . aYes--S L U No
. . 0. my e,her floor
of this building? . . . . . D Yes--S— L l_J No
(FiN T.bh X for each qtmrter# NOT ?is&d)
ALL se ments (s’k if item 2 a identifies ●nrire floor or ur.mmbered pan of floor in s
MULTf-&JIT structure).
13, Am them any ec.upi.d O, v...”t Ii,lng quart.,. BESIDES YOUR OWN --
If item 28 identifies entire floor
. . .n ,hi, floor?
If item 2 s identifies Parr of floor, specify part a Yes--S_L —= No
-- in th. -. of this floor? (FII1 Table X for each quarters NOT listed).
TA .“d NTA segments (ask m mll unirs EXCEP S’APARTMENT HOUSES).
14. Is th.r. ,.ny .th.r buildipg . . this pr.p.rty for P.OPI. m Iiv. in - .Nh.r oc..pi.d or v.c.”t?
=Yes--S_ L —DNo
(Fill Table X for each qu.rf.r. NOT Ifst.d)
I Telepbo”e No.
15. What is th. t.!aphon. numb.r h...? ~
numbers of .11 Frsons who have been repomd .s b.vir..g diabetes.
II box.
m Nose (Le.ve ‘Thank You” lecmr and depsrc)D column““rnbers —, .—, —, —.
f:jl~;;bc,tCShsu;P&aemr
16. RECORO OF CALLS AT HOUSEHOLD
Item I 1 I corn. I 2 Icom.1 3 i cm. I 4 I coal. I 5 I coin., I I










17, REASON FOR NONINTERVIEW
TYPE+ A B c z
~ R,fusd (m.ctlbi In Fo.atnot..) m w.=t – m..eas..d o Dmr.olisb.d Ir.ret-view nor obmined for:
o l$c.nc mr home - repeated n Vmcmc - Se.send o I. sunple by mistske
u Uaumf re8idence ●lsewhere o Eliminated i. sub-scm~le COls.
Reason + 0 Temporarily absent ~ Armed Forces D Built after April 1, 1962 because:
m Other isP..dfY> o Other (sp.clfy) CI Ocher (sP.cJir.)





II (slgrmure of C+server) 1
TABLE X - LIVING QUARTERS DETERMINATIONS AT LISTEO ADDRESS
A,. th.,. USE OR CHARACTERISTICS
(np.cify loc*-
CLASSIFICATION IF HU IN B SEGMENT ASK
f1.”) quart.,’ OCCUPIED ALL QUARTERS Nm n 1“ wh.t y.ar
for more th.a” LOCATION
(If before J&y 196J3)
Do th. OCCU. De th.se (3P..IIY hmthm) :Py W*,* th. so
j r#;r an;:: o~:p
Whet was th. name
OF UNIT pants of quart.,. ho..:
P
(Add Fill (~*elry l“’’um~ e{ th. hsux.hold




I.e.rf.r,) quor. f er.at.d?Yes No. Item
.$ No. (EX.81P1**:
,*,s k and <d: ;: Ouf- :;:$m+ ::;* &%’& j:m;.:,:fg,, TG:Y 0“ ‘p’” “ Rmnsrks
(Fill
d Jr,..m.nt,
●ot with .IIY ,h,e”gh ~
2$
for .Xcluslv. q“.m- lncem’ew
lnd 110.,)
oth., g~”p
=ommon hell? “s.? fr f{r.t half or
far of p.opl.? tfm- , ,~,, ,f ,., f h., f.)
.a.ah “.1,.)
m.Pl Ye’ No Kc. No Ye’ No HU tjj:?;
(1) (2) (s*) (3b) (4) (5.) (5b) (’sa) (6b) (7.) (7b) (B) (9.) (9b\ ( 10) (11) (12)
1
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1. . . Wh.* is the nom. of *h. head of this ho..ph.ld? (Enter name i. first column)
b. Whm are the name. .+ .11 other person. who Ii V. her.? (List .11 persons who live here)
. . 1 have listed (Read names). Is th.,. any... . 1s. staying here now, such os friends, relatives, or roamers? 0 Yes* m No
d. Hove I missed ..yonewh. USUALLY Ii”.. h.,. but Is “.W away from home? , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 Y.,* O No
. . D. any of the people in this household hove . home anywhere else? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . , . . , . n Yes* n No
If my adult maIes listed, ask: ● Apply household mcmbembip NI .s
f. Are any of the per. . . . i. this household now . . full-time .CNV. duty with the Armed Forces of the
U“lted St.t.s? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U Yes [D.M.) O No
2. Enter ml.cic.nship to head: for example, wife, daughter, grandson, mother-in-law, partner, roomer, roomer’s wife, etc.




If 17 ye.rsoldoc over, ask: (Upule.r. th.tper.on. mdec 17 .reorh.ve been Dud 17 Y,S.
Areyo. omvmmded, widowed, divorced, separated, orn.vermarri.d?
n Never married
married (ocher than annulled) check the “Uad.r 17 yr.s.~~
(Check one box for each per...)
O Minded O LNvorced
b.x but Sivem.rit.l SC.CUSin . f.otoote,) O W,dowed n Sep.,mted
For all persons 17 years old or over, ask:
o. Dld y.. work a? any time I.st week or the week before? (For females add) - not counting work around the ho...?
nund. 17yrs.
a. n Yes
If “No,” ask BOTH Q. Sb and 5.:
n No---------------
b. E... th..gb ye.. did not work during the past 2 week., do y.. have a lob or business?
b. o Yes o No
. . Were you looking for work or . . Layoff front a lob?
---------------
If “Yes,” to Q. 5c, ask:
c. o Yes D N.
d. Which - looking for work or on layoff from . iob?
——— — — ----------
If male 45 years old or over mnd .11 “No’s,” .s~
d. O L..k,rw O Layoff r= Both
—--- ———-— —-—---
e. Am y.. retired? a. a Yes o No
If related erso”s 19 year. old or over U. listed in addition to the respondent, say
H fWe would Ike to hove d I od.lts who ore at home take part in the interview. 1. your --, Your --, 8?.., of home now?
n .& home 0, Under lp yea,,
If other cfigible respondents are at home, ask:
(Interview a Not ., home
Would you please ask --, --, .1.., r. loin .s?
for self)
This s.rvey covers .I1 kind’ of 111.. s..s. Thea. first qu.stl. n. refer to LAST WEEK AND THE WEEK BEFORE, th.t i., the period Q Yes
outlined i. red . . this calendar. (Hand calendar)
o
0 No
. . w.- y.. sick .t ..y tIm. LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE - (the 2 weeks show. on that ..lendmr)?
b. What was the nmtte,?
C. Did yO” have .anyth!ng .1s. d.ring th.t p.rl.d?
-------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------
, 0. LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BE FORE, dldyoutake ..ym.dl.ine .rtr..ti.nt f.r.nycondlti.. (beside’, ,.whlch youmldm. .b..t)?, o ye.
b. F.arwh.t..ndltion?
m No
c. Did you t.k. any m.dl.lnefora”y other c..d!tlo”?
-------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- —----
. . LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE, did you have any o..identsor i.1.rlc.s?
b. What were they?
o Y=. n No
c. Old ye. hove o“y other accidents or f“i”,i.S du,l”g *hot 2 week period?-------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------
a. Old . . EVER have . . (any other) accident or [.Iwy ?hat .NII bother. you m affects y.. 1. any wny?
1‘ b. 1. w at way doe. it bother y..? (Record pr.se”c effects)
o Yes D N.
Now I am going m mod o list of conditi.”s. n Yes (1)
1. Please tell me if y.., your --, et.., hove had my of these co.di!l.”s DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS?
O No
(Read Card A, condition by condition; record in his column any conditions m.nrioncd for the person)
-------------------------------------------------------------- -------- —------
. Do you, your --, et.., have a“y of THESE ..andlti.a”s? n Yes D No
(Red Card B, co”dicio. by co”dirion; recurd i“ his column any conditions mencio”ed for the person)
!. a. Do you have any .th., ailment,, co”dlrl.m., o, problems WIth y.., heolth?
b. What is the c.ndk.n? (Record condition itself if still prc?ent;
O Yes
otherwise record present effects. )
o N.
c. Any other problem. with yew he.lth?
1.0. Have you bean in a hospltol at any time since a year ago? m Yes o = No
If “Yes,” ash fnclude stays im,”~si”g homes,
b. How m.”y times w.r. y.. in the h.spit.l d.ring that period? rest homes, or SLnulac plsces.
No. of times
R For persom 19 years old or over, show who responded for (or we.. present duti..q the asking of) Q. 6-13. If persons
(For
O Responded for wlf - entirely
responded for elf, show whether entirely or partly. For persons under 19 show who responded for them. If eligible
1.6- 13)
o Respond.d I., self - P.dY
respond.”t is “.C home” but did not respond for self, enter the reason in a footnote. cd. was respo.d.nt
lNTERVIEWkR: Check Table 1 for eye conditions or vision problems (i”cl”dir.& cataracts mud glaucoma) affecting persons 6 years old U No eye m“~icio. or
cm over. For each such person ask: __~.d~,~LeEs ________
14. G C.. y.. see wd i enough to rood .rdl..ary n.wsp.p., prl.t with glasses? m Ye, (.4.k b)
If “Yes” to a, ask:
n No (STO
----- — _________
b. Can y.. . . . well e“c.ugh to recognize . f,l.nd walking o“ the other side of the street?
I-J Ye, (STOP) a No (A.k
If “No” to b, ask:
_______________
n Great deaf
. . How much trouble would Y.. say that you hove in .e.l.g -- a sre.t deal, some, or hordly ..Y at .Il?
o some
D Hamffy any o, None
I INTERVIEWER: Examine ages in question 3 for children .“. year old or .“der, then check ch. appropriate box in question 15 a.
I I I
15. m m Baby (babies) one year or iI b. Ar= birt.fds) for b.by (babies) ~ c. Was- - born in the hospital? \ d. Wh.. we. -. b.m? (Et., m..th, Ay -d ~.,j
under fisted. (e. to Q. 15 b) , a“d dekvery for mother shown 1
m No baby (babies) o“e yem I in Table U?
a ye. (Go to Q. 25 d i
I m No (Q. t. Q. 16) Month
or “ndm listed, (% to Q. 16)1
Day Year -
a Yes ?% m Q. 16) I
I nN. f130t. Q.15d
(If bfrfAd.t. 1. on or .ft.r date .h.vm In qu..tlon 10, fill . . . IIne of
/ Table II for mother and on. 11.. 1., child,
~ ~
1
Now I have some question. b..+ p.r.h . . . . of medicine. First, I wont t. ask Y.. about medicines prescribed by a doctor - -
6. . . LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE, dld any... i. the ~mlly buy or .btol. any kind of medicine prescribed by a doctor?
D Yes m No fG. ,. Q. 17)
If “Yes, ” ask:
b. What IS the nom. of the medicine? (Enter ..me of medicine in column (.) of T.ble P. If name is unknown, enter “DK” in column (a) and
ask What condition i. 1? for? The. enter the .ondit,on in .cdum” (b).)
. . LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE, did my... buy or obtain any OTHER medicine prescribed by . doctor?
D YeS (R.-. Sk Q. 16b) n No (Fxll mmolnfna c.lumna Of Table P for each m.dlcln.a rworled)
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Turn to Csrd J, and ask:
7. m LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE, did .any.ne in th. family buy or obtain any rn.dicin. NOT
Pr... rrd.d by . d..i.r? This (Sh.w Cwd 1) i. . fist of SOME of the items i. which w. ❑ r. i.wr.st.d.
D Yes n No (Go to Q. 18) INTERVIEWER
If “Y..,” ●sk: “lrapainnems,, or
b. What 1. *h. n.m. .f the m.di.i..? (EIImr nam. OZkind of ~=di.ine to COIW. (.) of Tabt. NP.)
“condicions,s cm Card A
reported in question 16
., LAST WEEK OR THE WEEK BEFORE, did ony.n. b.y or obt. in .ny OTHER medic l.. NOT pr... rid.d by . doctor?
or 17, should be c.cried
back to Table I if they
m YCS (Re-e-k(2.f7b) a No (Fill rmalnlna column. of Table NP to, each mdfc{ne rePorted)
do not already .pp,ar
there.
.abl. P - PRESCRIBE MEDICINES
N.rne of medicine
(If name ,s unknown enter “DK>’ Who! condltlon is the -- for?
Who was I* pmscdbd for? Which week W.. the -- bought,
(,%1., column n“.mb.r How much did it ..s
I i. ..1. (*) and ~a:k CO1.(b).)
LAST WEEK —or the WEEK
(b)
or s.& BEFORE LAST? (d)
(.)
mu.,. I cents
u L.st week O Week befoce 1-------------------- IO Before 2 weeks (STOP) $
. bl. NP - NON PRESCRIBED MEDICINES
I
Nsme of medicine
Whm IS !h. -- ~.n.r.lly &fly#-
us.d for by this Which w..k wCS the -- bought, How much
(If r..me is unknow~,, enter family? LAST WEEK —or th. WEEKp#f~:=o,, ,EFORE LAST,
did it cost? Wh.ra w.. ii bought?
the kind of med:canc) (e)
of ~.Tcy)
(a) (b) (d) DON*CS IC,”CS (3I
o Last week o Week befrx. I n Drw .,.re n Other (Specify)
— ---- —----- ---- I m Grocery store
n Before 2 weeks (STOP) s I m blail orde, house
Now I hav. a f.w q..sti..s about smokina -- 0
For each person 17 pars old or over, asfc D Under 17 Y,.,,
!. m. Have y.. crooked ot 1..s9 . . . h.ndrcd clgw.ttes d.ring your entir. Ii f.? = n y=
If ‘{Ycs,$, ask:
o No (c% to 21)
-----------------
b. Owing k. period wh.” y.. w.,. smoking the mozi, how nm”y cig.r.tt.’ . d.y did y.. .’..IIY smoke? b. Per day OR PCCweek
‘. n. Do you sm.ke cigar.tt.s “OW? a n Yes
If “Y..,” ask qu.?.rio”s 19b AND 19.. If “No,” go m question 2W.
n No (G. {o 20)---- -------------
b. On th, .v.ra!e, nb..t how nm.y cig.r.tt.s . day do p. srn.k.? b. Per day OR w week----- -------- ____
c. Tw.lv. month. ago, how many cig.ac.tt.s . day wer. you smoking? n same O D,dm,t smoke
G per day OR p- week----- ------------
If “No” to question 19a, ask BOTH q.cs!io”< 20a AND 20b:
cc. to W.., I.. 21
0 Non.
a. O. the av. mge, about how many .lgar. tt. s a day war. y.. snwki. g 12 nm”ths ago? . De, day OR P= =.ek
b. How long he. i~ b... since you srnok.d .ig.ar.Nes fairly r.gulady?
------ ------ ----- .
b. months OR ym,s
For each mol. 17 years old or over ask questions 21 AND 22: D Fem. .1 und.z 17
. m Ha,. y., ,m.k.d at l...+ 10 cigars d.,ing Y.., .ntlr. Ilf.? - 0 y.. a No (OO i. 22)
b. 0. YOU.mok. CIIP,S now?
-------- ------- --
If “Yes” 102 lb, 8Sh
b. = Yes (Ask c) m No (A.k d)-------------- ---
. . Akwt how nm”y . Igar’ ❑ dmy do you . . wily snmk.?
r’.: Pe c
=. -+7-- .-12B-w+ ---
If “No” co 21b, ash
d. Abaut how long k-m N bmm since you snmk.d 3 c+ mora clwrs a w..k?
months _OR ye,rs _
d, m NEVER smoked 3 or mom . week
.0. Hsv. you .rnoked at I..st 3 pa.k.g.s of pipe tobacco during yaw .“tir. [i f.? m i-g Y.. m N. (2ToPJ
b. 0. yG+l‘Cd. a PIP+ now?
--------- --------
If 4{Y,s11 to 22b, ask:
b.
-----------------
n Ye, (Ask c) D No (A.k o
c. About how “.”y plp.f”l’ of tobacco o day do y.” .stm[ly m’n.aim? OR f~ek
If “No’! to 22b, .sk
c. _&.-. - --- -=-
d. About hcw Io.g has It b... ‘In.e y.. .m.ked 3 or mom pipef.ls . w-k?
manchs _ OR ye.,s _
d n NEVER smoked 3 or more . week
F., e.ch rnsfe 17 years old or over, .sk:
. 0. Old YOU.v.r serv. in th. Arm.d Fc.r..s of the Unit.d States?
D Fem. ., urider 17
If “Yes,” ask:
n Ye. O No----------------
b. W., .ny of you, .ervtc. during . war? O Yes (A.k d O NoCAnk CO
If “Yes,” ask:
---------------- .
c. O.d.g which w,, dld y.. s.w.?
o mu n Korean
23 **Nops to 23b, ask:
m orb,,
----------------
d. Was any of your ,.rvl c. b.tween J.”. 27, 19S0, and Jwtuary 31, 1955? Ig Yes ON.
If 17 ~CSCSold 0, WKr, ask:




ColIe#e: I 2 3 4 5+
O Noms
b. Did you finish *h. -- ~md. (y..,)?
---------------- .
m Yes a No
Tut” to Card K and ask: o
. Which of th.s. i..wn. groups m r.s.nts your total cconbi..d family i...m. far the p.’t 12 m..fh., *hat is, y..r’s, your - -’s, ●t.?
Group
f(Show Card K). !.. l.d. l“come mm .11 sources, such as wag.., s.l.ri..r socinl security or r.tirmmnt fm..f its, h.lp frwn rdativ.s,


















Table I - ILLNESSES,
~
Dld [f covditi.a., is cm C+ C, enter
ANY For all c,fier illnesses and
TIME resent effect. of “old”
‘k
talk lni~ics - or
to a If doctor t.lked t., ask:
d..t. hat did th. doctor say it was -
about Id he glvo lt a rnedl.cd ..mne.? a SYMPTOM
r.., kM doctor NOT talked to, record. . .? ri in.1 entry and .sk (d-2) -d-!) .s required. . .
L––------–––---A .,
I
‘M’%w&3’iik k?kwdf~~$m QuestioB 9 Or
BEFORE, ask:
What port of th. ~dy w.= h.,t? Whatwos th. ca.s. of. . .i
Who? kind of Iniwy was 19?
(If “Cause” is a. injury,
(For injuries or sccide”ts which ent=r-<AccidentV, .r
.ppened before the past 2 ‘Vni.ry)’ and fill Table A.
eeks, enter the present effects.;








KIND PART OF BOOY LAST WE-
For anyentcyi” col. (d-1) or Ask only f.c OR THE
COI. (d.2) chat includes the IMPAIRMENTS, “CURRENT” WEEI




rEFFECTS BEFORE for as
., “mm dldyo.r. . . much as a
I-AX** Inl[mmnr,tion can’. y.” day?
Allergy” Tumor 1.:; ,.:-- -
Asthma “Condition”
cyst ‘<Disease” Ache (except Neuralgia to cut




~$d clot .%,, things you—----- —-- —— --
.%.. . . . “’”ally do?
.Sk cancer T.mm
Whafklmd of. . . iS It? cyst ulcer
Gmvnh Weak
●For .“ ALLERGY or H.mouhaw Weakness
STROKE, ask ,Snf.ction




(stroke) dffoct you? Ea, o,e ●-(oncot bath)
1Head-(, ull,scmlp,face) No
Back -(upper, middSe, l.wer) (QO
Arm - (sh.auld&, u9Per, eltaw, IOw=, ~1,
w,ist, h.a& oneo, botk)
Leg -(b+, upper, knee, lowm, ankle, ad










T Table II - HOSPITALIZATIONS
Col. USE YOUR CALENDAR
lNTEFWf EWER: No.
7
For what condition did yeu e~,ter the
You sold that you w.r. l. the How many Complete from entries inc.+ (c) and (dx h“’pl*”i
-- de ye. knew the, medical name?
of
Enter TOTAL hespltal(encqtwicq ●tc. )durlrw night’ w.r.
or, ,f not clear ask the quesuons.
number qf Pep th. p..t y.or --
hospic.lx~atio.s son
you 1. *h.
hospital? How many of HOWm..y of W.r. y..
(If medical .ame not known, encec





these -- still in the
j fff exa .t
number not
nighfs WW. .Ighfs ware hospitol (Entv must show CAUSE, KIND, AND
E (Enter mo”fh, dayandy.ar; if Srnou.n,accept 1. fh- POSt [.3Sf we-k last Sunday PART OF BODY in ssmedecail as




T.blc A - ACCIOENTS AND INJURIES
Li~mNo. 1.Whan dld !he a=cldant hnppm? 2. Atthetlme ofthaac.ld*nh what part of the body wos hurt? Wh.atkind of In(urywaslt? A.ythlngels.?
Table I






3, a. Warn. car, truck, b.soro9h.r mot.rv&l.lo involvmd inthoaccldont fnanywq? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OY.S ON. (@to Q.4)
b. Wa’mor. thcm..e mowrv.hl.l* 1nv.lv.d? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 Yes (Mote thm one) o No
.. Wo’lt(.ith. ton.) roovlngotth. tinm?, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...!.... . . . . . . . . 0 Yes o No
4. a. Wh*r*dldth. a.ctd..thopp.n - athomear sore. oth.rploc.?
I n At home (inside house) zOJAt borne (adjacent premises) u %n. ocher place
If “Someotherp lace,” ask:
b. What kind of Pldce was It?
30 Street .ndbighwsy (includes ro.dw.y) so School (includes school pzernisec)
4D Form 70 pke of recreation and sports, except at .cbool
so Industrial place (includes premise.) em other ($P*cIO NI. Pi... wh.m ..acld.”th+~.ned)
i. Wereyo. at work of your fob or b.dness A.. the occident happened?
lo Yes 20N0 S0 ~iIe in ~med,e.~i’”’ 40 Under 17 at time of .ccide”t
INTERVIEWER: R.tum to Table I and complete therescof this lin..
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,.. . .. . .--. .-----, . .. ..... .. ..
.rlng If 6-16 If “YCS” ff .01. (m) To
Dld yov flrsi .oti.. your . . . i, checked,
lot two Y=acs Old. : $,5* (did H h.pp..) during th. post (ni*..
..k ask 3 months ., before that thn.? .sk: “[*WW
.ried, How many ask:
~1 i
Did you
0’+/ mmny days did How
(’=h.ck on.) Did y.. first
flrstnoNc. CON-
.YS did your . . . m.ny it during TINUE
our . . . kup YOU d.y. did Be{.,. or- ‘“tic” ‘* th. past if col.
,ep y.” from y.. r... 3 ,6 (did N h.pp..) IZ month. (m) is
, bad all school keep yO” omhs
1’
during the past or for. chcckec
r m.st of d.,ing from work (GO .s. 2 w..ks O, th t time? or the
,. day? that two during to b.fo,. that tlm.? COrldi-
w.ek that two cd. + If W)uring tim is
pied? w..k [P)) P*SC 2 weeks, “
p.rl.d?
o. Card
ssk: A or is
Whl .h week, an im-
la.? week O; P.~*



















Ask after competing 1.SC .ondicic.n for each
If 1 or If “Y..” P-so..
more days C- .01. (.),
in coI. (q) ask, PI.... If *1],,, q.. p~ea=e ]f ~~1~,.l~i$,
and .01. ABOUT look at or “3” i“ look at in COI. (v),
(i) is how m.”y ..ch Sf.t~ Cd.(r), ask, the t.” ask:
bIank or times ml.”r 0“ this IS this cord, Is this
checked during ih. c.,d, because of Card [. b......
“None:’ past 12 Card - -. 0.y of the Wkch of a“y of
SSk months (Show Card . ..~+i... .“* .f the . ..d-
Ww. any have y.” E, F, G, or you hm,e those INO”S y.”
of th. se S**” 0, H ?s appre ,O[d me ‘ta+e- told m.
-- do y. talked te a ~’i’@ about? about?
during doctor Th.n +.!1 If “Yes,” ;**;o” If “YC.,”
[..t w..k ab..f w which ask: b..r, in “’k’
. . the y..r ‘tat* m””* Which?
fits you
term, of :;;::;x O,
w..k . ..? (Enter X on h.a,+h.
before? b.st, in line for Ii”. for
If<”Yes.” t.ms of each each
ask:
I
h.alth. condition condk ion
How (If *’4”, go named.)
m.ny? m COL (v)) 11 named.) 1
(r) (s) (t) (“) # I (v) (w) +
W.,. O“Y .P.,.ti.”.p.rfwm.d 0“ yO. during
H-II. stay at th. hospital?
ff “Yes,” ssk:
. . What was th. “m. of *h. .p.mtlon?
b. Any oth.r .pmr.tio”s?
Ig Yes o N.
,so,. ,, - ““al-, , Al-,&*, ,“IXQ
Wet is th. n.m. md .ddres. c.f th. h.spitol y.. w.r. I.?
fEntet fidl name of hospital, .treet or highway on which ft is Zocated,
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Table 11 for .11
persons, cay
each co”d,t,on
i“ cd. (h) or
CO1. (i) back to
Table I if it
does not alr..d:
appear there an
cberc arc “1” o
more nights in
co]. (f) OR
the entry i“ ..1
(h) ., .01. (i)
is = “~p.i~























Repeated attacks of sinus trouble
Rheumatic fever




Trouble with varicose veins
Hemorrhoids or piles
Hay fevec
Tumor, cyst or growth















Any other chronic stomach
cmuble

























Check List of Selected Impairments
Deafness or serious trouble hearing with one of bxh ears
Serious trouble seeing with one or both eyes even when wearing glasses
CIeft palate
Any speech defect
Missing fingers, hand, or arm --- toes, foot, or leg
Palsy
Paralysis of any kind
Repeated trouble with back or epine
Club foot
Permanent stifhess or any deformity of the foot, Ieg, fingers, arm, or bacl
Any condition present since birth
Card E
For:






Not abIe to woIk at akL
Able m work but limited in amount
of work or kind of work.
Able m work buc Iimited in kind or amoumt
of ocher activities.







Not able to keep house at all.
Able to keep house but limited in amount
or kind of housework.
Able to keep house but limited in kind or
amount of other activities.
Not limited in any of the abave ways.
;wd G
:Or:
;hildren fmm 6 ihro.gh 16 years old
Not able to go to schooI at all.
!. Able to go to school but limited to certain
types of schooIs or in school attendance
L Able m go to school but limited in otbeI
activities.
i. Not limited in any of tbe atmve ways.
hwd H
‘or: Children under 6 years old
Not able to take part at all in ordinary
play with other children.
Able co play with other children but
limited in amount or kind of play.
Not limited in any of the alxve ways.
Curd I
For: Mobility
1. h{ust stay in bed all or most of the
time.
2. hfust stay in tbe house all or most of
tbe time.
3. Need the help of another person in
getting amu”d inside or outside the
house.
4. Need the help of some special aid,
such as a cane or wbeelcbair, in
getting am”nd inside or outside the
house.
5. Not limited in any of the above ways.
Card K
For: Total combfned family income
during past 12 mort!hs
Group A. Under $500 (Includhg loss)
GrouP B. $500- $S99
Group C. $1,000- $1,999
Group D. $2,000- $2,999
Group E. $3,000- $3,999
Group F. $4,000- $4,999
GmUP G. $5,000- $6,999
Group H. $7,000- $9,999
Group I. $10,000-$14,999
Group J. $15,000 and over
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Center for Health Statistics and its offices and divisions, data collection methods used, definitions,
and other material necessary for understanding the data.
Data evaluation and inet?zods research. —Studies of new statistical methodology including: experi-
mental tests of new survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new analytical
techniques, objective evaluations of reliability of collected data, contributions to statistical theory.
Analytical studies.— Reports presenting analytical or interpretive studies based on vital and health
statistics, carrying the analysis further than the ex~ository types of reports in the other series.
Documtmts and committee ~eports. — Final reports of major committees concerned with vital and
health statistics, and documents such as recommended model vital registration laws and revised birth
and death certificates.
Data from the Health Intwview Suvvey. —Statistics on illness, accidental injuries, disability, use of
hospital, medical, dental, and other services, and other health-related topics, based on data collected
in a continuing national household interview survey.
Data from tke Health Examination Szi~vey.— Data from direct examination, testing, and measure-
ment of national samples of the population provide the basis for two types of reports: (1) estimates
of the medically defined prevalence of specific diseases in the United States and the distributions of
the population with respect to physical, physiological, and psychological characteristics; and (2)
analysis of relationships among the various measurements without reference to an es@icit finite
universe of persons.
Data from tke Institutional Population SuYveys.— Statistics relating to the health characteristics of
persons in institutions, and on medical, nursing, and personal care received, based on national
samples of establishments providing these services and samples of the residents or patients.
Data from the Hospital DiscJlar@ SuYvey. -Statistics relating to discharged patients in short-stay
hospitals, based on a sample of patient records in a national sample of hospitals.
Data on moytality. —Various statistics on mortality other than as included in annual or monthly
reports— special analyses by cause of death, age, and other demo~gaphic variables, also geographic
and time series analyses.
Data on natality, wzayyiage, and divoyce. —Various statistics on natality, marriage, and divorce other
than as included in annual or monthly reports—s pecial analyses by demographic variables, also
geographic and time series analyses, studies of fertility.
Data fyom the National Natality anit Mortality Surveys. —Statistics on characteristics of births and
deaths not available from the vital records, based on sample surveys stemming from these records,
including such topics as mortality by socioeconomic class, medical es~erience in the last year of
life, characteristics of pregnancy, etc.
For a list of titles of reports published in these series, write to: Office of Information
National Center for Health Statistics
U.S. Public Health Service
Washington, D.C. 20201

